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annual exceedance probability
(AEP)

The probability, or risk, (in percent) of a flood of a given size
being equalled or exceeded in any given year. A 90% AEP
flood has a high probability of being equalled or exceeded; it
would occur quite often and would be relatively small. A 1%
AEP flood has a low probability of being equalled or exceeded
in any given year; it would be fairly rare but relatively large.
Note however, that when the period of exposure to flood risk
is longer than one year, the probability of experiencing a
flood specified in terms of AEP is greater than the AEP.

average recurrence interval
(ARI)

The average period (in years) between the occurrence or
exceedance of a flood of given size. Approximately equal to
the reciprocal of the AEP.

attenuation The phenomenon in which a flood hydrograph becomes
attenuated, or stretched out, as a flood passes down a river.
The peak may become lower and the duration of the flood
become longer.

Australian Height Datum (AHD) A common national reference plane, relative to which survey
heights are given. It is approximately at mean sea level.

calibration The process by which a hydrologic or hydraulic model is
adjusted so that it best represents the real world situation
that the model is intended to simulate.

CAMBA China and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement

catchment The area draining to a site. It always relates to a particular
site, and may include the catchments of tributary streams as
well as the main stream.

CMA Catchment Management Authority

CMC Catchment Management Committee, comprising
representatives from the community, various stakeholder
groups and government agencies.

CMP Catchment Management Plan

daily rain gauge A rain gauge that is read on a daily basis, usually at 9.00
am.

DECC Department of Environment and Climate Change. DECC is
responsible for developing rural floodplain management
plans.

dendritic Tree-like branching of streams.

development The erection of a building or the carrying out of work on
land; or the use of land or a building or a work; or the
subdivision of land.
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discharge The rate of flow of water measured in terms of volume over
time. It is to be distinguished from the velocity which is a
measure of the speed of water rather than how much is
moving.

discharge hydrograph A graph which shows how the discharge changes over time
at a particular location.

DNR Department of Natural Resources. From 27 April 2007, DNR
ceased to exist with its functions being spread between the
DWE, DECC and the Department of Lands.

DWE Department of Water and Energy. The DWE acts on behalf
of the WAMC for all matters relating to the administration of
Part 8 and is responsible for licensing works on the
floodplain.

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

flood Relatively high stream flow when water overtops the natural
or artificial banks of a stream and spreads over adjoining
land.

flood hazard Potential for damage to property or persons due to flooding.

flood liable land Land susceptible to flooding by the probable maximum flood
(PMF) event. This is defined as the floodplain.

floodplain See 'flood liable land'. An area of land subject to inundation
by floods up to and including the probable maximum flood.

flood planning levels The combination of flood levels and freeboards selected for
planning purposes, as determined in floodplain risk
management studies.

floodways Those areas where a significant volume of water flows during
floods. They are often aligned with obvious naturally defined
channels. Floodways are areas which, even if partially
blocked, would cause a significant redistribution of flood flow,
which may in turn adversely affect other areas. They are
often, but not necessarily, the areas of deeper flow or the
areas where higher velocities occur.

fluvial Of or found in rivers.

FMP Floodplain Management Plan

hydraulic conveyance An engineering term combining the effects of a channel cross
section area, shape, and boundary roughness on the ability
of the channel to convey flow.

hydraulic roughness A parameter which is used to mathematically express the
effect on flow of the surface roughness of a channel or
floodplain.
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hydraulics The term given to the study of water flow in pipes and
channels. In relation to a flood study, it is particularly
concerned with the evaluation of flow characteristics such as
stage and velocity.

hydrograph A graph which shows how either the discharge or the stage
changes with time at a particular location.

hydrology The term given to the study of the rainfall and runoff
process.

hyetograph A graph showing rainfall amounts versus time.

isohyet A line drawn on a map showing all places that received the
same amount of rainfall during a particular period. It is
analogous to a contour line on a topographic map.

isopleth The general term for a line drawn on a map showing all
places having the same value for some parameter. An
isohyet is a special case, but there are not special names
used for all parameters.

JAMBA Japan and Australia Migratory Bird Agreement

LGA Local Government Area

LEP Local Environmental Plan

mathematical / computer
models

The mathematical and logical representation of the physical
processes involved in hydraulics and hydrology. Often run
on computers because of the complexity of the mathematics
or the amount of data to be processed.

MRC Ministerial Review Committee

NURMC Namoi Unregulated River Management Committee

peak discharge The maximum discharge occurring during a flood event.

pluviograph A graph showing the cumulative depth of rainfall versus
time. The term is sometimes used as a synonym for
pluviometer.

pluviometer A special rain gauge which records the cumulative depth of
rainfall versus time.

precipitation The general term for the release of water from the
atmosphere. It can be in the form of rain, hail, sleet, snow,
dew and frost.

probable maximum flood (PMF) The maximum value of flood that could reasonably be
expected to occur at a particular location.
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probable maximum
precipitation (PMP)

The greatest depth of precipitation considered to be possible
from consideration of meteorological processes, applying to a
particular location, time of year, storm duration and size of
storm area.

probability A statistical measure of the likelihood, or expected frequency
of occurrence, of an event.

PVP Property Vegetation Plan

rating curve The relationship between stage and discharge at a particular
location on the river valley (for example, at a stream
gauging station).

runoff The amount of precipitation which ends up as streamflow;
also known as rainfall excess since it is the amount
remaining after accounting for other processes such as
evaporation and infiltration.

stage Equivalent to ‘water level’. Both are measured with
reference to a specified datum.

stage hydrograph A graph which shows how water level changes with time at a
particular location.

SEE Statement of Environmental Effects

stream gauging station A place on a river or stream at which the stage is routinely
measured, either daily or continuously, and where the
discharge is measured from time to time so as to develop a
relationship between stage and discharge. The relationship
is often presented as a table, called a rating table, or as a
graph, called a rating curve.

sub-catchment A subdivision of a catchment. It has all the features of a
catchment defined above.

SWMOP State Water Management Outcomes Plan

WAMC Water Administration Ministerial Corporation is the body
which administers Floodplain Management Plans, as well as
receives and determines applications under Part 8 of the
Water Act 1912.

works Works on the floodplain are defined under the Water Act
1912 as “controlled works”. Controlled works require
approval under the Act and are defined as:
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works  An earthwork, embankment or levee that is situated, or
proposed to be constructed, on land that is, or forms
part of, the bank of a river or lake, or is within a
floodplain.

 Any work that is situated, or proposed to be
constructed, on land that:

o is, or forms part of, the bank of a river or lake, or is
within a floodplain, and

o is declared by order of the Ministerial Corporation
published in the Gazette to be a controlled work.

 An earthwork, embankment or levee, wherever situated
or proposed to be constructed, that:

o affects or is reasonably likely to affect the flow of
water to or from a river or lake, and

o is used or is to be used for, or has the effect or likely
effect of, preventing land from being flooded by
water, or

 Any work, wherever situated or proposed to be
constructed, that:

o affects or is reasonably likely to affect the flow of
water to or from a river or lake,

o is used or is to be used for, or has the effect or likely
effect of, preventing land from being flooded by
water,

o is declared by order of the Ministerial Corporation
published in the Gazette to be a controlled work.
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Summary of Information in Appendix B

Press release (Quirindi Advocate)

Floodplain Management Committee Meeting Minutes

Newsletter

Travelling Roadshow Minutes

Summary Brochure (not yet prepared)

Exhibition Material (not yet prepared)
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WARRAH CREEK CATCHMENT STUDY
Meeting

8
Chair: James Badgery 6747 1633 0428 471 633 bjbadgery@bigpond.com 28/06/05

Present:

Keith Harris (Windy Station), Ross Bentley (Gunnedah Mgt Consultants), Andrew Faulkenmire
(DIPNR), David Walker (Liverpool Plains Land Mgt Committee), Ian Carter (Landholder), James
Arnott (Landholder) Hugh Price (Landholder), David Cudmore (Landholder), Jamie Badgery
(Chairman), Steve Perrens (Evans & Peck), Geoff Symonds (Landholder) and Ian McKenzie
(Landholder)

Apologies:

Anna Cronin (CSO, Catchment Management Authority, Namoi), Sandy Cudmore, Bruce Knight and
Charlie Widdis (all Landholders).

Update presented by Steve Perrens:

 Seasonal probability of large floods was discussed. An analysis based on two streamflow gauges
(Mooki at Caroona and Gunnedah) gave the following likelihood of occurrence for large events:

1. Jan – March (most likely)
2. May – July
3. Nov – Dec
4. Aug – Oct (least likely).

 The Flood Study provides the background and supporting information which then leads to the
Floodplain Management Study (FPMS) and Plan. The Plan will provide action items. There
needs to be agreement on key issues.

 The FPMS will provide a summary of flooding and floodplain management issues, outline the
proposed control measures and guidelines for controlling development and proposed future
works. Priorities for implementation, funding sources and administrative requirements will be
identified.

 The Blackville, Yarraman Creek, Hillston, Upper Cox FPM Studies and Plans were circulated as
examples.

 Working Paper 1 (WP1), which provided a preliminary identification of floodplain management
issues, was circulated. The aim is to consult the floodplain community to further identify local
issues of importance. WP1 will then be updated to produce Working Paper 2, with more specific
detail of local issues.

 Consideration must be given to the upper part of the catchment. It is essential the whole
catchment is included as it affects the floodplain. It is appropriate to identify and encourage
activities and good practice to lessen the impact on <2% area.

 Check correct title of plan is being used.

 Concerns raised – how do we engender interest from whole of catchment?

o resolve and define “Catchment Area”
o ensure the Study is community driven and owned.

 There is already Government legislation applying to <2% area.

 The recommendations for land management will not have any “legal” status but will be taken into
account should legal matters arise.
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 The intent of the Floodplain Management Study process is that it produces a document identifying
issues of concern to local landholders who are interested in looking after their “patch”.
Government will not ignore the recommendations.

 Proposed developments that fit within the adopted guidelines can be considered “complying
development” and easily processed by DIPNR.

 Any proposed developments outside Plan guidelines would need to be supported by detailed
hydraulic and environmental assessment.

Preliminary Identification of Floodplain Management Issues:

 Study vision and objectives

 Floodplain Management Principles
 Legislation and NRM Plans
 Floodplain Management Issues

 Environmental Issues

Discussion:

 Need to identify currently landholders and maps showing <2% area of this catchment
 Need to take account of legislation already in place – NRM Plans
 Check to see if Rivercare Plans are in existence for Pine Ridge and Willow Tree

Management Issues and their description (Table 5.1 of WP1) were discussed. This table will be used
for the travelling road show. The existing railway lines and irrigation systems will have no effect.

A timetable for the floodplain management phase of the study was distributed. Steve explained events
and how they were related. The updated issues paper (Working Paper 2) will be issued following the
road show.

Question was raised as to whether we need a Committee Meeting after travelling road show - wait and
see what develops from the onsite meetings.

Road Show Consultation

The road show aims to meet and give everyone an opportunity to “tell their story”. The Blackville
study used “kitchen table” meetings. For the Warrah Creek catchment “out in the paddock” meetings
will be adopted.

An itinerary and co-ordinators for 6 sub-areas within the catchment were agreed.

Standard Agenda for road show meeting:

1. Co-ordinator provides introduction to Study;
2. Inform landholders of work already done and where we are heading;
3. Identify issues of importance to group, eg flood levels, etc.

Photo and article arranged for local Quirindi Advocate (paper)

Meeting closed 12.00 noon

Next meeting to be held 6:00 pm, Thursday 1 September 2005 at LPSC Chambers.
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WARRAH CREEK CATCHMENT STUDY
Meeting

9
Chair: James Badgery 6747 1633 0428 471 633 bjbadgery@bigpond.com 02/02/06

Present:
Keith Harris (Windy Station), Andrew Falkenmire (DNR), David Walker (Liverpool Plains Land Mgt
Committee), Ian Carter (Landholder), Hugh Price (Landholder), David Cudmore (Landholder), Jamie
Badgery (Chairman), Steve Perrens (Evans & Peck), Neal Albert (DNR), Tim Watts (Namoi CMA) Phil
McGilchrist (work experience), Earl Kelaher (Liverpool Plains Shire Council), John Tourle (Landholder),
Shan Easey (DNR) and Ian McKenzie (Landholder).

Apologies:
Sandy Cudmore, James Arnott and Charlie Widdis (all Landholders).

Update presented by Steve Perrens:

 Working Paper 3 was distributed prior to Christmas and the aim of the meeting is to discuss this.
 The Flood Study provides the background and supporting information which then leads to the

Floodplain Management Study (FPMS) and Plan. In this instance the report will be called the “Warrah
Creek Catchment and Floodplain Management Study”, because of the need to consider the catchment as
well as the floodplain. The Floodplain Management Plan will provide action items and allow
Department of Natural Resources to regulate proposed works.

 The Study Report (describing the logic and background and providing best land management practices
for the whole catchment) and Plan (licensing of works on <2% country) will compliment each other

 From land management perspective, the Committee needs to think about land management practices.

 Went through the catchment issues as per presentation, e.g. geomorphology, drainage, hydraulic analysis
and interpretation.

 Bob Howarth (UNE) contributed the geomorphic report, moderate to steep slopes of Liverpool Ranges,
drainage is a series of steep streams. Low gradient alluvial plain with uncoordinated drainage. Residual
islands present.

 Question raised to ascertain where starting point of Borambil Creek was in regard to 1.2 Drainage
systems – Creek long sections. Steve Perrens to check.

 The February 1992 flood discharge was used in the Hydraulic Analysis (section 1.3). It was used as an
example, if it occurred now, how much water would be shared by floodplain and how much would
through channels. Actual water slope is used in calculations.

 Question raised: What starting point – level of water – is used? Modelling all start at whole period of
rainfall. Model is calibrated to observed floods.

 Channels in mid slope areas seem adequate.

 Pump Station channel was not there in 1992.

 Clarify with footnote that model is based flow in 1992 using topography of 2005.

 Stabilisation of gully erosion can make improvements up through the catchment

 Channel on Pump Station Creek downstream of Round Island is the perfect example of what is needed
in terms of channel and floodplain stability.

 Stabilise banks on channel before channel can be improved, this provides strength

 Need to concentrate on identified nick points and improve them

 Deep water more erosive in creeks
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 Banks and waterways need to be vegetated, maintained and stabilised to work properly – stable
discharge point of a waterway is imperative for the waterway to work properly.

 Steve is asking for feedback on the Working Paper 3, “Elements of a Management Plan” will be
distributed.

 NSW Floodplain Development Manual focuses on the urban area, however issues can apply to rural
situations:

1. Correct existing problems, such as structural works.

2. Measures to ensure problems don’t occur in undesirable areas ie landuse management controls –
zoning, eg residential, rural, industry. This allows control in certain locations of future
developments.

3. Complementary measures to address situations that cannot be managed by the first two stages –
BMP (best management practices) would be used in this case.

Note existing “works” require review for compliance. Require a catalogue of what existing works are there.

 Question raised as to what “historical” means – historical may not always be the best example.
“Historical” refers to the “conditions” that the community is happy with and provides a starting point to
begin addressing problem areas.

 Licensing existing works may cause concern especially those that may be unacceptable. Identify where
there are issues that need to be addressed. Examples are McDonald’s Creek below causeway, Little
Jack’s Creek, Pump Station channel that dumps at Round Island.

 No issues were disclosed through community consultation.

 Downstream landholders would have to consent to changes/legalising existing works.

 Voluntary management agreements between landholders have proven a good model of collaboration.

 The principle meaning of Part 8 is that the same amount of water which enters the property leaves the
property at the same locations as in the past.

 Use what topographical data we have. If the landscape around Round Island did have the channels, how
would the flow travel – what proportion should be directed to which side of the Island? How “micro”
do we get in our analysis? Take a section of defined channel and creek and use that criteria to model
other “events”.

 Any changes to works aren’t to make negative changes to water flow.

 DNR will need to go through a process to assess existing works – distribute list of these. In terms of
assessment criteria for existing works, the phrase “no adverse environmental impacts” is too harsh,
replace with “no significant impacts.”

 Avoid making flood heights worse for downstream landholders, suggest height of banks <5 year flood
(500mm) allows water to flow over the top and get on its way. Height not defined in Part 8. Need to do
some more analysis on 500mm measurement and its impact on floodwater volume and speed. This
would allow clarification of impact on neighbouring properties. Challenge is for Steve to provide more
technical substance to confirm acceptable measurement. Blackville FPMS used 500 mm banks for 10
year flood.

 Could put low levees along creeks but flood runners have to be left open. Should be flexible but not
allowed to impact on neighbours.

 There was no push to build banks/levees shown from community consultation.

 DNR looking for basic rules that can represent generality of not changing flood flows.

 Excavation is classed as drainage. What will happen if drain built at 300 mm depth and it cuts back
after rain to increase depth? It should be maintained to reduce erosion.
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 Discourage drains parallel to flood flow – bring across floodplain, flood waters to go over it.

 Drainage from Windy in straight line downslope. Lesson: drains that follow direction of flood flow
“grow” but waterlogging is also an issue, need to get water off land to continue productivity – without
downside of huge channels and gullies.

 Strip cropping now changed to farming with direction of floodwaters to avoid water logging.

 “Windy” area is a natural wetland, wanted to be changed to be more productive.

 If design criteria can’t be met, you can’t change water flow.

 Construction of drains most likely requiring approval from DNR.

 When draft plan out, will expect feedback from community – general acceptance that complying works
will be approved by DNR – anything outside these criteria will be advertised. Even non-complying
works will still have some criteria to meet.

 Best Management Practices – control flow off land. Optimum value is a good point to aspire to.

 How do we prioritise addressing fixing problems – these will arise from feedback.

 Funding concerns – whose responsibility? Even though issues may be in a property eg. Windy, it is
imperative that we realise that unless fixed, issue will cause problems further outside the property.

 Suggest “copy” Hunter River System” scheme where any landholder/user that uses water pay into fund
– who manages fund?

 There are other organisations who can guide landholders – for example Catchment Management
Authority.

 There is specific funding for flooded road works.

 Natural Heritage Trust – quite specific in their criteria for funding – available every 6 months.

 CMA and Liverpool Plains Land Management like funding groundwater and vegetation, but floodplains
not “cute & cuddly”. Dollars available for riparian, soils, salinity and bio-diversity, but prioritised to get
value. Prefer to invest in better areas and make them better. CMA don’t want to back 50%, want to
back 90-100% successes. Specific structures may get funded but would need to be contributed to on a
partnership level. CMA has a ten year contract and pay over 3 years at milestones.

 CMA are ours, the directors determine policies. Perhaps go back to directors of CMA to identify
existing or produce new policy to be able to fund some of these issues. Catchment Action Plan (CAP) is
currently open for feedback and may be an opportunity.

 CMA promoting Best Management Practices. DNR completing the licensing and regulations.

 Funds available to encourage change from cropping to planting perennial pastures. Warrah Creek FPM
doesn’t rank high enough in CMA’s priorities.

 Evans & Peck need to do more analysis, consequences on values and logic. Committee will consider
Evans & Peck’s recommendations but need good guidelines to enable them to make correct decisions.

 It is possible to come up with a set of rules based on analysis that would keep everyone happy.

 Is it possible to condense time-table? Yes, Evans & Peck will look at time frame again.

Meeting closed at 12.50pm
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Warrah Creek Catchment and Floodplain Management Study 
Community Information Newsletter No 2 

LANDHOLDER CONSULTATION MEETINGS 
19 - 21 JULY 2005 
HAVE YOUR SAY! 

 
The Warrah Creek Catchment and Floodplain Management Study commenced in July 2005.  It is being 
overseen by the Warrah Creek Floodplain Management Committee.  The study is being carried out by Evans 
& Peck Pty Ltd and Gunnedah Management Consultants. 

The purpose of the study is to prepare a Catchment and Floodplain Management Plan.  The Plan will contain 
guidelines that will help maximise the productivity of floodplain land while minimising flood damage.   

The Warrah Creek Flood Study was finalised in June 2005.  The Flood Study identified the necessary 
information on which to base the Plan including estimates of flood depths, velocities and the extent of flooding 
for a range of historic floods (1955, 1976, 1992, 1998 and 2000).  It also identified environmental features and 
constraints within the catchment. 

The Plan should reflect local community priorities as well as comply with basic floodplain management 
principles.  Members of the community are therefore invited to participate in identifying catchment 
management problems during a “travelling roadshow” consultation to be held between 19 to 21 July 2005.  All 
landholders within the catchment are urged to be involved.  This is your chance to have your say!  See below 
for details of how to participate. 

This newsletter has been mailed to those landholders who have been identified as owning property within the 
Warrah Creek catchment.  However, if we have missed any of your neighbours, please pass this information 
on and ask them to provide their contact details to their local Committee representative so that they can be 
included in future mailouts. 

What is this Project About? 

The outcome from this project will be a Catchment and 
Floodplain Management Plan that will be used to guide 
and regulate future floodplain development.   
Plans are being developed throughout rural NSW for 
similar floodplain areas.  Plans have been prepared for 
the Upper Mooki (Blackville) catchment (2000) and the 
Upper Yarraman Creek catchment (2003).  These Plans 
are jointly funded by the State and Federal 
Governments. 
The Warrah Creek Floodplain Management Committee 
will oversee the development and implementation of the 
Plan.  Technical assistance will be provided by the 
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural 
Resources and the Consultants. 
The Committee consists of representatives from the 
community (landholders), Government Departments 
and Agencies, Liverpool Plains Shire Council and 
community groups.  Contact details for the Committee 
and the Consultants are provided at the end of this 
newsletter. 

This current phase of the study provides an opportunity 
for the community to assist in the development of 
management strategies for inclusion in the Plan that: 
• are compatible with the use of land for agriculture,  
• are consistent with natural resource management 

policies,  
• achieve a balance between the community’s social, 

ecological and economic objectives. 
 
The Study Area 

The study catchment comprises the Warrah Creek 
catchment upstream of Pine Ridge Road.  It is bounded 
by the Liverpool Range in the south and the Quirindi - 
Pine Ridge Road in the north.  The western and eastern 
boundaries are defined by the Upper Mooki catchment 
and Quirindi Creek catchment respectively. 
The Plan will apply to the catchment areas draining to 
the following creeks: 
• Warrah Creek • Big Jacks Creek 
• Millers Creek • Little Jacks Creek 
• Pump Station Creek • McDonalds Creek 
• Yarramanbah Creek • Borambil Creek. 
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For the purposes of the Plan, the “floodplain” is defined 
as all land with less than 2% slope.  However, because 
land management and flood related problems do not 
stop at an arbitrary boundary, the study will take 
account of land management throughout the catchment.   

The Study Process 
The study is being undertaken in two stages, the first of 
which has now been completed: 
1. The Flood Study identified the necessary 

background information on which to base the 
Catchment and Floodplain Management Plan.  

 

 
 

2. The Catchment and Floodplain Management 
Study and Plan commenced in July 2005 and will 
be carried out over the next 12 months.  The study 
will involve consultation with landholders in the 
catchment, together with technical analyses and 
social and economic assessments.   
A third newsletter will be issued midway through the 
study to keep landholders up to date with the study 
progress.  Towards the end of the project the draft 
Study and Plan will be put on exhibition to allow 
review and feedback by the community.  A brochure 
summarising the key elements of the draft Plan and 
notifying the community of the exhibition details will 
be mailed to all landholders within the catchment. 
The Plan will contain recommendations to minimise 
the impacts of flooding on the community.  These 
recommendations could cover best practice 
guidelines for land management and farming 
practices, controls on earthworks on the floodplain 
and retaining native vegetation along creeks. 
The Plan will aim to reduce the impact of flooding 
and flood liability on individual owners and occupiers 
of flood prone property and to reduce private and 
public losses resulting from floods.  The Plan will 
address flood related issues including hydrologic, 
hydraulic, environmental, social and economic 
impacts. 

Landholder Participation 
In July 2005, the Consultants and the Committee will be 
visiting landholders in the study area to identify the 
catchment and floodplain management issues of 
concern.  These could include such things as erosion, 
siltation, levee banks and contour banks, removal of 
native vegetation, etc.   

Methods to deal with these issues will ultimately form 
the basis of the recommendations in the Management 
Plan.  It is therefore vital that landholders in the 
catchment be involved in this consultation process. 

 
IMPORTANT NOTICE! 

Landholder visits will take place from 19 to 21 July 2005.   
The Consultants will spend half a day in each area 
according to the timetable listed below.   
 
Your local Committee representative will contact you to 
request your input.  If you have not heard from him, 
contact details are provided below.  Please make contact 
before Wednesday 13 July. 
 
 
Warrah Creek Floodplain Management 
Committee 
Chairman: Jamie Badgery  6747 1633 
Local Representatives and Timetable for the 
Travelling Roadshow: 

Tuesday 19 July 2005 
Pump Station &  AM (N) Keith Harris 6747 4608 
Yarramanbah Creeks  (S) James Arnott 6747 5763 
Warrah Creek  PM (N) Keith Harris 6747 4608 
  (S) Geoff Symonds 6747 1744 
Wednesday 20 July 2005 
Big Jacks & Little  AM (N) Ian McKenzie 6746 1166 
Jacks Creeks  (S) Jamie Badgery 6747 1633 
Millers & McDonalds 
Creeks 

PM Charlie Widdis 6747 1707 

Thursday 21 July 2005 
Warrah Ridge - Pine  AM Ian Carter 6747 4681 
Ridge  David Cudmore 6747 4677 
Borambil Creek PM David Wallis 6746 2064 
  John Tourle 6746 1916 

 

Consultant Team 
Dr Steve 
Perrens 

Study Manager and 
Floodplain Engineer 

 9882 0567 
sperrens@evanspeck.com 

Ross 
Bentley 

Agricultural 
Management 
Consultant 

 6742 4600 
crbentley@bigpond.com.au 

 
 

 

The Committee and the Consultants 
look forward to working with local 
landholders and obtaining their input 
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PUMPSTATION AND YARRAMANBAH CREEKS

MINUTES
Date: Tuesday 19th July 2005
Time: 0830
Venue: Berwick’s Woolshed

ATTENDEES:

Name Property
Craig Carter Tallawang
Gill Paterson Tallawang

Joe Fleming Paraweena
James Arnott Berwicks
Keith Harris Windy Station
Bernie Perkins Round Island
Mike Moses Amarna

1. ISSUES RAISED
 Creeks are getting deeper and wider.
 Consensus that plains grass is not threatened.
 Constant maintenance is going to be required more often and will become more expensive.
 Opportunity farming, does this have a positive or negative effect on runoff, erosion and

gully formation?
 Removal of gravel from Creeks - well managed on Yarramanbah Creek.
 New creeks are being created from "tearing" when water re-enters deep gullies after

breaking onto the floodplains.
 Plains grass needs to be better managed.

2. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 Trees and vegetation in creeks aid the slowing of water.
 The water needs to get off the gullies and onto the floodplains, as this will aid in the slowing

process.
 The existing gullies need to be stabilised.

3. SITES VISITED
 Gully on road between Berwicks and Paraweena:

o Gully caused by culvert.
o Causeway would cause less concentration of flow.
o The water should be directed out of the gully and on to the floodplain.

 YarramanbaH Creek, Mike Moses' Property:

o Gravel extraction by Council.
o Landholder considers that the work has been done quite well.
o Long term stability of newly formed right bank may be an issue in the future.

 Mike Moses Property:
o Contour banks utilised to direct runoff to dams, to aid in slowing water down the slope.
o Polythene pipes allow gradual release of water to next dam.

 Tallawang, Yarramanbah Creek:
o Well maintained creek with many pools.

o Grassed to creek bank.
o Some change of creek course due to She Oaks.
o Example of large woody debris in the creek.
o Groundcover controlled by strategic grazing.

 Berwicks
o Use of dams within gullies to pool flows, limit erosion, decrease water velocity.
o Designed to slow water, not hold it.
o Earthworks cost about $6-8k in total.
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WARRAH CREEK

MINUTES
Date: Tuesday 19th July 2005
Time: 1400
Venue: Warrah Creek Hall

ATTENDEES

Name Property Name Property
Andrew Eather Colly Plains North Heather Ranclaud Karoola
Keith Harris Windy Station Sue Avaid Mertondale

John Benham Nara Neil Wilson Cedarvale
Rex Whitley Burnley Hamish Skerrett Warranella
Ian Tourle Eloena Ted Wilkinson Bona Vista
Jim Harris Apsley Geoff Symonds Silsoe
Keith Jones Parraweena Highlands James Symonds Silsoe
Bill Greer Medlow Neville Becroft The Gums
Ian Gallagher Roscrea Peter Parnwell Kurrajong

1. ISSUES RAISED
 The majority of the committee representatives are from the <2% area and the Warrah

Creek property owners felt that they may not be appropriately represented.
o Keith Harris offered to step down from the Warrah Creek Committee and let one of the

other locals take up a position on the Committee.
o No alternate nominations for the committee were made at the meeting.

 Many were unaware of the meeting, and had not received the newsletter. (Consultants
acknowledged difficulties in getting up-to-date address list. All landholders at the meeting
will be added to the list).

 Slowing the velocity of the water was seen as a key priority.

 It is believed than during a flood, Warrah Creek may divert from its current bend about 1
km upstream of Warrah Creek Hall and flow directly overland, creating an alternate channel.

 It was felt that there is a lack of capacity in the creek.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
 Grazing near the creek is considered to not have as big an erosional impact as farming.
 During the 2002 flood there were “significant” land slips in the hills above the creek.
 The creek was previously perennial but is now ephemeral.
 The creek has widened over time.
 The local rainfall patterns have changed since the 1990s, there are now a larger number of

more intense rainfall periods.

3. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 The gravel and logs on the bottom of the creek should not be interfered with, as has been

done to the creek as it passes the Warrah Creek Hall.

4. SITES VISITED
 Levy Bank next to Warrah Creek Hall.

o Recently modified creek bed.
o Gravel in the creek raises the bed level.
o The creek in this section used to have logs and large water holes, it is now straight,

gravelled and has no water holes.
 Bend in Creek about 1.5 km upstream of Warrah Creek Hall.

o Creek has cut new channel to the east (nearer to Warrah Creek Road).
o Concern that creek may cut a new channel further east and cut across Warrah Creek

Road.
o Previous bank stabilisation undertaken by Willow Tree and District Landcare Group.
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BIG JACKS AND LITTLE JACKS CREEKS

MINUTES
Date: Wednesday 20th July 2005
Time: 0830
Venue: Ian McKenzie’s Property

ATTENDEES

Name Property
Peter Doyle Mildura
Robyn Marheine Joselands

Ian Ellwood Inverkip
Mark Barber Amaroo
Ian McKenzie Warrah Ridge
Jamie Badgery Talawanta
Geoff Barwick Yarrabah

1. ISSUES RAISED
 The construction of local roads is an issue:

o Water often ponds on the upslope of roads after rain.
o Roads & culverts concentrate the water leading to erosion on the downslope side of

roads.
o Harrison Plain Road is an example (see below).

 Grazing of cattle in 40m creek zone:
o Opinions differ as to the most appropriate method of managing this area.
o If and when the area is grazed, it should be used for opportunity grazing only.
o Some people need assistance in understanding when is the most appropriate time to

graze along the creek zone.
 Voluntary Maintenance Agreements:

o A VMA exists between a number of owners along Big Jacks Creek.
o The VMA calls for each member (property owner) to make an annual contribution to a

fund that is jointly administered for maintenance works along Big Jacks Creek.
o How will these VMAs be affected by the Floodplain Management Plan?

 Weed management around creeks:
o Use of chemicals around creek, will this change with the plan. Currently Round-Up is

allowed around creeks but Atrazine is not.
o Councils will fine landholders if weeds within the creek are not controlled, however if

changes mean that spraying along creeks or grazing along creeks is not allowed then it
will be very difficult to manage weeds.

o Some landholders are of the opinion that you shouldn't spray near creek but should be
allowed to farm up to the edge of the creek.

 Big Jacks Creek is expanding and forming a gully in some areas.

2. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 1 in 5 floods should be able to be contained within the creek zone and any larger events

should be allowed to spill onto the floodplain.
 The gullies caused by erosion should be filled in and/or stabilised.
 Some drainage channels have been put in that effectively drain large areas after heavy

rains - these are only on the floodplains in areas of plains grass.
 Existing causeways need to be better maintained by Council.
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3. SITES VISITED
 Big Jacks Creek, Ian McKenzie's property:

o Man made channel, 10-15 years old.
o Channel fenced off and used for opportunity grazing.
o Has a sloped bank along the eastern section of the channel allowing inflow of water.
o Gaps in the western bank, which is more vertical, allows outflows.

 Big Jacks Creek, upstream of Ian McKenzie's property, drain entry.
o Man made drain constructed at right angles to the flow, approximately 10 years old.

o Longitudinal drain approximately 1m deep and 3m wide.
o Moves water from floodplain to Big Jacks Creek.

 Harrison Plain Road
o A number of causeways are located along the length of the road, the first of which

remains under water most of the time.
o In other areas along the road, culverts have been installed. These culverts cause water

to pond on the upstream side of the road.
o Square culverts appear to be working better than circular culverts, as they do not get

undercut as much.
o Millers Creek appears to carry more water than Big Jacks Creek at Harrisons Plain Rd.
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MILLERS AND McDONALDS CREEKS

MINUTES
Date: Wednesday 20th July 2005
Time: 1400
Venue: Scott Duddy’s Property

ATTENDEES

Name Property Name Property
Earl Kelaher Kamarooka Scott Duddy Millers Creek Plain
Fred Widdis Boondari Rob Cropper Green Hills

Charlie Widdis Boondari South Angus Sevil Curragundi
Adam Sevel Bobadil/Sevill Park Ian Ridgrove Selso
Roger Martin Kyeema Daniel Clissold Coorooga
Steve Elford Levondale John Daly Waroon

1. ISSUES RAISED
 What is the effect of downslope farming on runoff and erosion?
 The speed of the floodwaters has increased. Previously floodwater used to take 24 hours or

longer to reach the plains, now they take 4 hours.
 The speed of the water is more of an issue to property owners than the quantity of the

water.
 A causeway is needed down Cattle Lane to allow passage of trucks and machinery.
 A number of the culverts have been misaligned with the natural drainage channels, causing

water to back up on the upslope and then scour on the downslope.

2. GENERAL INFORMATION
 Up until the 1950s the floodplain was all plains grass. Recently some of this has been

moved back from farming to pasture land and plains grass.
 Summer floods are easier to manage than winter floods.
 The uptake of no-till farming appears to have had an effect in slowing the flow of water off

the slopes.

3. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 A flood control dam should be constructed at the headwater of the creek.
 The sloped areas should be reserved for grazing only.
 It is very important that the Shire Council is involved especially in regards to the

construction, maintenance and upgrade of roads and associated drainage.
 Kikuyu grass appears to work very well for bank stabilisation.

4. SITES VISITED
 Culvert near Scott Duddy's main gate:

o Culvert and drainage channel are not aligned causing pooling of water on upslope side
of road.

o Grassed waterway upstream of the road well grassed.
o Recent removal of silt along fence line upstream of the road to eliminate ponding.

 Cattle Lane Bridge and Causeway (McDonalds Creek):
o Very poor condition.
o Bridge may not survive the next major flood.
o There is no signage as to load limit on the bridge.
o Existing causeway in poor condition.
o Scouring of channel downstream of causeway.

o A causeway would be a more appropriate solution for this road.
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WARRAH RIDGE - PINE RIDGE

MINUTES

Date: Thursday 21 July 2005
Time: 0830
Venue: Pine Ridge Hall

ATTENDEES

Name Property
David Cudmore Paringa Yongala
Keith Harris Windy Station

Charles Hill Karapiti
Andrew Morrice Maundyn
Ian Gunning Emu Hills
Bernie Perkins Round Island

1. APOLOGIES
 Ian Carter
 Nick and Prue Lee
 Ken McClelland (Craig Miller Pty Ltd)

2. ISSUES RAISED
 The abutments for the new bridge over Borambil Creek are ponding water in floods, not

allowing the floodwaters to spread across the plain and as such causing greater flows
through the creek leading to erosion.

 The northern end of Borambil Creek is silting up.

 Warrah Ridge Road is causing water to divert and pond instead of moving across floodplain.
 Many of the "first and last" drains have turned into gullies due to erosion.
 The flood waters from Warrah Creek now arrive sooner as a result of the land upstream

being converted from plains grass to farming.
 There is currently a levy that keeps water off the airport.
 Borambil Aerodrome levy diverting water:

o Gullying is being caused due to water running around the levy.
o During floods the levy does break in some areas.

 The old Borambil Creek Bridge may be catching logs.
 A policy for the management of Cumbungi is required, it should be retained in channels on

the steeper slopes but removed on the low slopes.
3. GENERAL INFORMATION

 Warrah Creek is cleaner than Borambil Creek.

 Yarramanbah Creek, as it runs along Cattle Lane, is maintained by the Rural Lands
Protection Board.

 Constructed Channels - Pump Station Creek in Cattle Lane has been done well; a lot of it is
grassed.

 Borambil Creek appears to flood less than it did in the past.
 The Warrah Creek flow, during floods, used to arrive 1-2 days after the Mooki flow, however

now they arrive simultaneously.

4. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 A separate management strategy may be required to deal with the area surrounding the

aerodrome.
 It is not believed that anyone within the floodplain will want to put in banks.
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5. SITES VISITED
 Cattle Lane

o Lowered road between Pump Station Creek and Yarramanbah Creek.
o Results in water being able to flow unimpeded across floodplain during a flood.
o Connecting channel between Pump Station Creek and Yarramanbah Creek (upstream of

road) allows redistribution of flow.
 Pump Station Creek, channel area on stock route:

o Channel approximately 3m wide and 600mm deep.

o Well stabilised.
o Area very flat, with a 1m per km fall.
o The area is often abused during drought.

 Pump Station Creek near “Round Island”:
o Area silted up during previous floods due to culvert.
o Culvert has now been replaced with a causeway.
o Excessive trampling of creek bank by travelling stock.
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BORAMBIL CREEK

MINUTES

Date: Thursday 21st July 2005
Time: 1400
Venue: Braefield Truck Stop

ATTENDEES

Name Property Name Property
Geoff Ingall Gemmawalla Bruce Knight Bone Vesta
Jim Wills Windemere David Corbould Billabong

D Perry-Brown Birralee Anne Laurie Glengarry
Ian Gunning Emu Hills Andrew Laurie Glengarry
Barry McFarlane Bronmar Marisa Honner Oaklyn
Gay Gorton Chesford Park Jim Wood Borambil Park
Robert Cox Aquamora Max Batterham Collangi
David Wallis Manuka Peter Grace Sunnybank
John Tourle Glenkerry

1. ISSUES RAISED
 Property owners are worried that solutions proposed for Big Jacks Creek and other areas will

be applied to Borambil Creek. It is felt that the upstream area of Borambil Creek has very
different characteristics to the remainder of the study area.

 Property owners do not want to be dictated to as to how to manage their land.
 There is concern about how the Catchment Management Authority will fit into this Floodplain

Management Plan process.
 The abutments for the new bridge over Borambil Creek are ponding water in floods, not

allowing the floodwaters to spread across the plain and as such are causing greater flows
through the creek leading to erosion.

 During floods, more water travels over the floodplain than through the creek.
2. GENERAL INFORMATION

 Spray irrigation of pastures is important for local agriculture.
 Water entitlements are a major issue, although not relevant to this study.

 The catchment area of the Borambil Creek does not flood as often as Warrah Creek.
 Borambil Creek has deeper floodwaters and higher velocities than other creeks.

3. SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
 Contour banks should be allowed on floodplains.

4. SITES VISITED

 Property at end of Mirrabooka
o Water flowing out of culvert and flooding road during heavy rainfalls.
o Water currently flows back to the creek through two separate drainage channels in

the one paddock.
o Property owner would like to move flow to one channel in order to have more

workable land in paddock.
 Borambil Creek

o At bends there is much scouring and erosion.

o Some planting of willow trees to stabilise the banks
o Some of these willow trees are now dying off (???)
o Series of large logs secured behind steel poles to stabilise banks on Aquamora.
o This system was installed approximately 5 years ago and appears to be working

with no more erosion or scouring in of the bank.
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C1. INTRODUCTION

The area of interest comprises a square of land in the south-eastern corner of the Liverpool
Plains, stretching approximately 30 km south and 30 km west of the town of Quirindi. Most of
this land unit is drained by Warrah Creek and its tributaries, up to where that stream leaves
the area as it merges with the Mooki River in the northwest sector of the square.

The peculiar and often confused flow characteristics of the Warrah Creek system derive from a
combination of factors.

1. Sharp changes of gradient as the streams leave the ranges;

2. A differentially declining series of gradients from south to north;

3. Sharply contrasting sediment types deposited by the “fining downward” succession of
these different gradient regimes;

4. The contrasting sediment types, with different depth and infiltration capacities, within
the Warrah Creek system itself.

Added to this, between the Warrah and the Borambil Creek and Quirindi Creek flood plains,
residual hills of Triassic conglomerate block and concentrate the main direction of flow. It is
likely that deep and fine sediment has accumulated south of the hills: north of the hills the
more variegated sediment from the eastern streams increasingly contributes to the flood plain
material. The sharp curvature of the long profile of the southern streams as they run out of
the ranges means that the coarser sediment load is deposited at the change of slope
(generally just south of the line of the Blackville Road).

The fine sediment of the basalt-derived material from the southern arm of the Liverpool
Ranges deposited north of the Blackville Road has produced a belt of deep clayey regolith
(including the Warrah Creek area) which extends north at least as far as the bend in the
Warrah. By its nature this fine material impedes drainage, and the widespread calcareous
beds exposed in the eroded gullies indicate that poor drainage and fluctuating water tables
have featured long into the geological past. The Borambil/Quirindi flood plain systems, by
contrast, contain more variegated sediment from eastern, non-volcanic rocks, with thus more
likelihood of producing better drained soils and sediments on the flood plain to the north. The
boundary between these deposits is approximately northern extremities of the east-west line
of residual hills, where all streams change direction and turn west.

The problems of drainage and channel erosion of the flood plain therefore derive from the
earlier geological history of the region. This includes the volcanic events that formed the
Liverpool Ranges and the erosional history that re-deposited the uplifted volcanic material of
the ranges onto the flood plains of Warrah Creek and its associates, where it was trapped in a
rock-bound basin now partly concealed beneath the regolith (cf Galloway, 1963).
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C2. GEOLOGICAL AND EROSION HISTORY

The geological processes of basin fill, tectonic uplift, volcanic flow and renewed erosion and
deposition that have formed the region have occurred over at least 250 million years (Veevers
1984). The Warrah Cheek catchment represents the boundary of the northwest segment of
the Sydney Basin where it touches upon the extensive inland depression and associated
Jurassic/Cretaceous deposits of the Eromanga Basin (Great Artesian Basin).

The younger sandstones of the inland basin overlap the more complex sedimentary layers
(sandstones, conglomerates, coal) of the Triassic Sydney Basin. Sedimentary rocks in both
basins are the product of material derived over hundreds of millions of years from the New
England Fold belt to the north. By the Cretaceous era (135-65 million years ago) the present
Liverpool Plains were the eastern edge of a large inland sea (Veevers, 1984).

From 65 million years ago (the beginning of the Tertiary era) the area was cut off from
previous contact with the Sydney Basin by the uplift of the Liverpool Ranges, accompanied by
massive volcanic flows that created the east-west line of the Liverpool Ranges (about 35
million years ago). The ranges are a narrow 170 km long belt of rugged ridges made up of
the eroded remnants of volcanic (basalt) flows, with the highest points being the stumps of
the old volcanic vents. These present today as a series of sharp and stark peaks and cliff
faces reaching in places to over 1,200 m.

In the area bounding the southern limit of the Warrah Creek catchment, acid volcanic vent
cores have been exposed by extreme erosion and represent the high peaks of the ranges,
whereas to the west on the Coolah Tops most of the basalt flows are still in place. The upper
Warrah Creek catchment has been worn down from the softer and more volatile volcanic
material that surrounded the surviving vent cores. However, some basalt flows are still
detectable at the base of the peaks, 500 m below the ridge line in the valley floor of upper
Warrah Creek, indicating that there may have been younger flows than the main 35 million
year eruption (possibly associated with the Warrumbungle volcanism), which began again
following a period of erosion and stripping. This suggests that there were at least two periods
of erosion and deposition to fill the Liverpool Plains.

Following the uplift of the western edge of the Liverpool Plains with the emergence of the
Warrumbungle Volcano 16 million years ago, the whole southern Liverpool Plains became a
sediment trap. Thus the present landforms are relatively young by Australian standards,
much of the ranges and plains being either eroded or deposited in the last few million years
following uplift. It is likely that they have not yet reached equilibrium, which may account for
some of the problems faced by land managers in the region.

Prior to the eruption of the Warrumbungle Volcano, and associated uplift of surrounding
sediments to form a slight dome, drainage over the southern Liverpool Plains was probably in
an east-west direction, parallel to the original drainage line that the Liverpool Range lava flows
delineate. Evidence for this are the east-flowing Quirindi and Jacob and Joseph Creeks, which
cut down across the north trending ranges of the eastern boundary or the Warrah Creek
catchment, and are probably responsible for the erosion that has formed the ‘islands’ of
Triassic sandstones further west. As the plain filled up with sediment, streams switched from
east-west to north-south, at least as far north as what are probably remnants of the older
flow direction in those sections of Warrah and Quirindi Creeks that still flow westwards.
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Much of the area was therefore initially covered in basalt, eroded, covered again, and again
removed to form the considerable depth of sediment on the Liverpool Plains. This adds up to
a massive amount of fine-grained volcanic material released to form the regolith deposits of
the Liverpool Plains, an amount estimated at 450 billion cubic metres (30 km x 30 km x ~
500 m), a considerable part of which is contained in the Warrah Creek deposits.
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C3. GEOMORPHOLOGY

C3.1 OVERVIEW

The four main geomorphic components that control drainage and sedimentation processes on
the section of the Liverpool Plains containing the Warrah Creek catchment are:

1. The rugged southern catchment boundary zone, made up of the peaks, cliffs and steep
to moderate slopes of the Liverpool Ranges, from whence a series of streams gather
runoff from an average 1000 m height of the east-west basaltic ridgeline of the Ranges
to fall over 500 m in a few km. Over less than 10 km after the initial steep fall these
streams lose most of their gradient before they issue from a series of north-trending
parallel ridge-bound valleys out onto the plain proper.

2. The low gradient alluvial plain that stretches 30 km north of the ranges to the limit of
the Warrah Creek catchment, built up mostly from the volcanic erosion products of the
Ranges, with some contribution from the underlying Triassic conglomerate and related
strata.

3. Residual islands of Triassic and Cretaceous sandstones and conglomerate (mostly
Sydney Basin residuals) that rise over 100 m above the plain, and whose general east-
west orientation often squeeze the north-trending drainage and sedimentation along
confined routes.

4. The eastern boundary of ranges, composed of a discontinuous chain of high (over
800 m in places) south-north trending hills, which, in sharp contrast to the Liverpool
Ranges, have several large streams running right through them in ‘wind-gap’ type
gorges. However, most of the output from these streams runs into the Quirindi and
Borambil Creek systems, which flow separately but roughly parallel to the Warrah
Creek a few km to the north as both creeks turn to the WNW. Quirindi and Borambil
Creeks thus form an extension to the build-up of alluvial plains of the Warrah system,
but with sediment derived from generally different and coarser (non-basaltic) rock
types derived from the east.

Based on the above four divisions, the Warrah Creek drainage and its products will be
discussed in relation to a detailed geomorphic breakdown of each these land units.

C3.2 THE SOUTHERN UPLANDS: RANGES AND INCISED VALLEYS

This geomorphic unit contains a series of vestigial, colluvial and erosional landscapes, often
with steep to vertical slopes moderating downhill, with vegetation ranging from virtually
undisturbed forest and scrub near the top of the ranges to largely cleared woodland at the
base. Drainage lines are mostly first and second order incised streams with a heavy bed load
of cobbles, and soils are derived from volcanic, mostly basaltic material weathering in situ or
covered with intermittent accumulations of debris and colluvium.

The upland zone is classified in the soil landscape maps (Banks, 1998; McInnes-Clark, 1998),
by soil landscape units named after prominent geographical features. The distribution of
these units is shown on the accompanying catchment soil map (Figure C3.1). From top of
the range to valley base, the units approximately follow the following sequence. (All colours
refer to Figure C3.1):
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1. Nany Rock - vestigial landscape (dark grey-blue). This landscape type is made up of
inaccessible outcrops of ring dykes and volcanic plugs, with steep to vertical slopes,
with only scattered shrub vegetation and no land use, between 600 and 1200 m
altitude. Soils are absent to shallow, and imperfectly drained: problems encompass
stoniness, rockfall hazard, high run-off, and discontinuous soils. There is no visible
land degradation.

2. Lang’s Neck - colluvial landscape (bright pink). This landscape type includes steep
mountain slopes, cliffs and footslopes with basaltic/doleritic escarpments, between 500
and 1200 m altitude, with moderately well drained deep Prairie Soils and some scantier
lithosols. Limitations are steepness invoking mass movement and rockfall hazard, high
run-on and erosion hazard, high soil plasticity with shrink-swell potential and low wet
bearing strength. Natural vegetation ranges from dry open woodland and grasses to
vine scrub and pockets of rain forest in the deeper sheltered gullies. There is very
little land use except for some light grazing: uncleared areas are subject to much mass
movement, while the few cleared areas suffer from severe sheet and gully erosion.

3. Mount Tamarang - erosional landscape (dark maroon). This type contains steep
mountainsides on the mid to lower slopes of the Liverpool Ranges. Between altitudes
430 to 920 m, soils are mostly imperfectly drained deep Prairie Soils and Black Earths,
with much of the original woodland (~70%) cleared for rough grazing. Problems
include steep slopes, mass movement hazard, high run-on on the lower slopes,
potential saline aquifer recharge zone, and intermittent shallow soils and rock outcrop
between the deep soils, producing a high water erosion hazard.

4. Moan - erosional landscape (gold). This is a landscape of rolling and low hills and
moderately inclined midslopes (between 10-30%) on the tertiary basalts at the foot of
the Liverpool Ranges between altitudes 390 and 800 m, with long to very long slopes
and widely spaced drainage lines. Soils range from Red Chocolate Soils to Black Earths
on weathered basalt, rarely more than 2 m deep before merging into the basalt
saprolite. The open woodland vegetation has mostly been cleared for grazing (with
some newly planted tree crops), and sheet erosion is extensive though not severe
except where modern methods of mass bulldozer clearing have replaced traditional
ring-barking.

C3.3 THE ALLUVIAL PLAIN

The alluvial plain consists of several very low gradient levels receiving the products of erosion
from the ranges, broken by low hills of residual Triassic sandstones. Vegetation is natural
grassland, now mostly altered for intense cropping or grazing. The first (highest) unit, of
which, Lever Gully type, is representative of the area just south of the line of the Blackville
Road. It marks a transition from colluvium/alluvium covering mainly basalt regolith, to deeper
alluvium 10 m or more deep. This is a critical zone as it both receives copious runoff from the
ranges and transfers water as both overland flow and groundwater flow deeper into the
Liverpool Plains drainage lines and aquifers. It is where gully and sheet erosion and regular
flooding become an obvious problem.

One salient point is that, based on field observations, the Windy Creek landscape (mid blue on
the soil landscape map) displayed far more erosion problems than the Conadilly landscape
(light blue), something that was most obvious in comparing the relative lack of erosion
problems on the Harrisons Plains Road compared to the western end of the Blackville Road.
Windy Creek landscape is classified as ‘transferral’, implying a slightly steeper gradient,
whereas Conadilly is ‘receiving’, the depot of the transfer. Also, some of the Harrisons Road
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area seemed to carry more natural plains grass, and be less developed and cropped, although
whether this was simply because it was harder to drain, being flatter, was difficult to say.

The soil landscape units for this area (Banks, 1998) include:

1. Lever Gully - transferral landscape (dark green). This is a basalt-based moderately
inclined landscape on the footslopes of the ranges, with alluvial and colluvial soil
depths from 2 to 5 m and unconsolidated regolith to 10 m. Drainage lines are
unidirectionally discontinuous and dominated by sheet flow, with gilgai appearing in
cracking clay soils, and marking the beginning of lowland swamps. Much of the
natural open woodland and grassland has been cleared and altered to make way for
grazing on the upper slopes and dry cereals on the lower slopes. There are signs of
severe sheet and gully erosion with sporadic flood hazard and localised permanently
high water tables producing dryland salinity and saline aquifer recharge. “Runoff has
increased dramatically since the change in cropping leading to decreased lag times
between storm events and flooding on lower landscapes…impact of smaller floods has
increased correspondingly (Banks, 1998, p.95)”.

2. Windy Creek - transferral landscape (mid blue). This landscape unit represents broad
drainage plains and fan systems where the streams running off the Liverpool Range
lose their competency (but still have enough flood velocity to do damage). The area is
filled with at least 40 m of Quaternary and Tertiary alluvium derived from the upland
basalt. Coarse cobbles and gravels fill the streams as they leave the incised valleys of
the ranges, but there is a rapid fining downwards to winnow out only the finest
sediment for the flood plains. Groundwater recharge most likely occurs at the
unconformity between the gravels and the silts, where the streams would also lose
their competency, but the uniformity of the silts would impede rapid movement of
groundwater, exacerbating water-logging. Stream lines were originally meandering,
as can be seen in the few remaining natural sequences and reaches, but have been
much straightened by artificial means in order to drain the ephemeral swamps that
develop at the lower end of this zone.

3. Conadilly - alluvial landscape (light blue). This landscape unit is the typical broad,
level flood plain (local relief >3 m) that is characteristic of the Liverpool Plains.
However, it differs from the Borambil Creek flood plains (see below) in the nature of its
fine-grained basaltic sediments. Altitude ranges from 310-370 m and drainage
includes numerous interconnected braided tributaries, with incomplete flow lines often
terminating in amorphous wetlands. Relic fluvial features are mostly absent and thus
there is little structure to the wetlands, or extensive wet areas, except for the remains
of mound springs that may produce salinity problems. Gilgai forms are also found.
When flood plains become constricted between low sandstone and conglomerate
ridges, salt is often brought to the surface, producing scalded patches, as saline
aquifers are forced to the surface in these areas (Timms 1996). This is also possibly
because bedrock is much closer to the surface, as these residual sandstone hills
probably represent old stream-bordering ridges from an earlier drainage regime that
ran nearly at right angles (east-west) from the present direction of the northwest
trending streams. Man-made levees and channels occur frequently, further confusing
the picture. Regolith is very deep (from 50 to < 150 m), but the fineness of the
sediment impedes easy sub-surface flow, thus further exacerbating water-logging
potential. Frequent lenses of calcareous marl indicate that water-logging has been a
problem for some time into the geological past (Bowler, 1986). The area is often
intensively cropped. Road culverts have added to the constriction of sheet flows.
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4. Borambil Creek - alluvial soil landscape (yellow). This alluvium is of a very different
nature to the parallel Warrah Creek flood plain and those further west (cf Windy Creek
soil landscape unit), consisting of the products of the Carboniferous ranges to the east.
It includes sands, silts, clays and gravels of diverse origins, at least 100 m deep. The
terrain is a gentle to undulating floodplain ranging in altitude between 310 and 430 m,
with many relic fluvial features and gilgai on cracking clays. Drainage is unidirectional
to discontinuous, and swamps common on the relic features. Stream banks tend to be
unstable in places, instability increasing downstream as coarser sediments decrease in
the bank profile, and the siltier downstream soils tend to structural decline. Sheet
flood fans occur in the northwest debouchement zone, where the surface flow of
Borambil Creek disappears in highly permeable sub-surface gravels. Hence sediment
aggradation has been extreme in the last 50 years at the location where Borambil
Creek loses its competency: prior to this it is likely that the stream petered out into a
chain of ponds and gradually infiltrated the alluvium: the process is now abrupt.
Reports describe several metres of sheet sediment burying fences and other
infrastructure (McInnes-Clarke 2002 p. 213). This has led to soil slumping and the
formation of crab hole hazards.

C3.4 RELIC ISLANDS OF COUNTRY ROCK IN THE PLAIN

The “islands” in the floodplain represent remnants of an earlier landscape around which the plain

has filled with sediments.

1. Turkey Range - residual landscape (light blue). These are islands of residual
sandstone/conglomerate in the flood plain, with local relief up to 50 m, with complex
geology but mostly mixed sedimentary series from both Sydney Basin and Pilliga beds.
The landscape is undulating to rolling hills, with some runoff, and mostly still wooded.
There main interest is that they “squeeze” the water flow on and through the flood
plain at a critical point where gradient is least, confusing flow and forcing saline
aquifers to the surface (Banks 1995), prior to the north-trending drainage flow
escaping this impediment and turning west towards the main Mooki-Naomi drainage
channel. It is very likely that the impediment created by these ‘islands’ continues
under the flood plain with bed rock close to the surface. The residuals probably
represent the remains of a former stream bordering ridge from earlier geological times
(probably before the doming to the west that resulted from the Warrumbungle
eruption ~ 16 million years ago) when stream direction was east-west.

C3.5 THE EASTERN RANGES

In contrast to the source areas of the Warrah Creek system and more westerly streams which
flow from the southern volcanic range (Blackville 1:100 000 sheet: Banks 1998), the main
tributaries of the Borambil draw their water and sediment from mainly old sedimentary rocks
in the east, over a much wider belt of hilly country which maximises colluvial sediment and
larger particle sizes up to cobbles and boulders and which latter are often carried far
downstream. The main eastern tributary of the Borambil, Chilcotts Creek, has a 100 km2
catchment in which only a small area at the top of the range is basaltic/volcanic. In contrast,
the upper Borambil Creek catchment is only half that at ~50 km2, and even much of that
consists of sedimentary rather than volcanic rocks. As well, the terrain of Chillcotts catchment
is one of undulating slopes and rock outcrops with very little flood plain development, that is,
it is mostly source area rather than sediment sink. Hence the soils and sediments that are
eventually taken by the Borambil trunk stream and deposited north but in a parallel belt to the
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adjacent Warrah flood plain consists of different, coarser sediment with different infiltration
and transfer characteristics. This different (larger) sediment grade would likely produce
different aquifer characteristics (Ollier and Pain, 1996) where the Borambil waters drop their
sediment load (see above re extreme deposition following the changes after European
settlement where the Borambil flow disappears underground because of the permeability of
the sediments). Typical Borambil/Chilcotts catchment soil landscape types of the eastern
ranges are given below (McInnes-Clarke 2002):

1. Slippery Rock - colluvial soil landscape (green). Steep, often long slopes with many
rock benches on Carboniferous sedimentary rocks, soils rarely more than a metre
deep, between altitudes 420 to 800 m. Soils have low permeability, high erodibility,
with mass movement hazard, with open forest vegetation, partly or in places wholly
cleared. Rock benches interrupting drainage lines prevent extreme erosion and
streams are often deeply incised into bedrock with stable pool and riffle systems.
Heavy bedload of cobbles and gravels in most streams.
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C4. DRAINAGE PATTERNS

The north-south drainage of the tributaries once they break out of the southern hills have
difficulties finding a defined route. At the beginning of historical times the first reports
describe large waterlogged areas with ill-defined drainage lines on the southern segment of
the Plains. This was partly because the sheer mass of sediment had levelled out any
underlying topography and created a low gradient plain, but partly also because the sharp
change in gradient from range to plain forces a sharp and discrete sorting of sediment. Field
investigation showed that from near the break of slope from the top of the ranges to
approximately the Willow Tree-Blackville road, the stream beds and surrounding flood plains
of the tributary stream were made up of large, mainly basaltic/volcanic cobbles. North of the
road the zone of poor drainage is at its worst, as water runs through increasingly fine
sediment that impedes drainage. The one exception to this is the easternmost stream,
Borambil Creek, which is the only one to draw its sediment from beyond the eastern boundary
range in largely non-volcanic material. Here sediment of all grades and sizes (silts, sands,
pebbles, cobbles) are distributed fairly evenly downstream to near Quirindi. The other
streams, from east to west, Warrah, Big Jacks, Little Jacks, Miller, McDonalds, Pump Station,
Yarramanbah, and the various side streams off Windy Ride all exhibited this sharp break in
sediment size approximately on the Blackville east west road, that is, about 10 km from
source, and where the north-south tributary valleys open out onto the plain.

It was just north of this line, especially in the southwest sector, that the worst erosion was
evident in the (mainly artificial) drainage channels. Groundwater movement would become
more difficult, and more stationary, as sediment grain size tended to become smaller
(Charman and Murphy, 1991). As well as this, there is much evidence of cementing by
gypsum or calcretic type substances in this same area, probably as the water table rose and
fell and precipitated these products under past climatic conditions. The grade was still steep
enough in this sector, however, to give some velocity (as was noted in traversing the area just
after rain, when velocity could be noted) and therefore some energy to headward erosion,
particularly as the water table rose after a wet period. Therefore, it was this combination of
fine, drainage-impeding sediment and a low but critical drainage slope producing just enough
velocity in flood time to disturb the soil that marks the problem area. Any slight change to the
gradient, such as straightening a meander bend, could trigger catastrophic change. It might
be speculated that the opposite, re-instating a meander bend, might be beneficial, except that
remedies take longer to work through the system than catastrophes.

Nonetheless, in the streams that still retained some kind of meandering form, as opposed to
the straight lines of the artificial drains, and where therefore velocity would decrease, there
appeared to be little or no headward and bank erosion.

Once the streams, whether artificial or natural, proceeded north and got around the barriers
of the sandstone islands and ridges, there was little observable erosion. This may have been
because velocity was less by a critical amount. It may also have been because the regolith
had built up to a greater depth, allowing water to move away as groundwater. The change to
a coarser, more permeable sediment type brought in from the east by the Quirindi/Borambil
Creek systems, (McInnes-Clarke 1992, p.212: see also Borambil Creek note, above), probably
allows freer groundwater flow and better overall drainage.
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C5. GEOMORPHIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR FLOODPLAIN
MANAGEMENT

As always, slowing the flow both before and at the high erosion zone should mitigate erosion.
Land use remediation might be most effective in the ‘transferral zones’ of the soil landscape
maps, such as Levers Ridge. It is here where water is transferred from saprolitic and colluvial
based soils to deep alluvium and regolith of the plains that the drainage and erosion problems
are enhanced.

Remediation possibilities include extending the cover of tree crops on the lower foothills, such
as with the olive groves noted in some places. If sufficient land were available, engineering
meanders in presently straight artificial channels on the plain and development of pool and
riffle sequences would slow the erosional force of stream water. The plan suggested for
Windy Station, leaky weirs to allow controlled sedimentation and a raising of the base level,
could be tested in a trial and if successful, extended. As much of the erosion and drainage
problem is the result of small but critical changes of many things such as gradient, velocity,
change of furrow flow, groundwater impedance caused by changing sediment size, etc., it is
likely that small adjustments and experiments at different sites will more likely bring results
than one overall system of prevention.
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PART A INTRODUCTION AND SETTING

1. Introduction

At the request of the New South Wales (NSW) Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural
Resources (DIPNR), an “opportunities and constraints” investigation of the Warrah Creek Catchment,
within the Local Government Areas (LGA) of Quirindi and Murrurundi Shire, NSW, has been
undertaken. The study has targeted those vascular flora and vertebrate fauna species that are
present, or could potentially occur, within those stands of vegetation and ecological features (eg.
wetlands) that occur within the flood plain area. For the purposes of the current investigation, the flood
plain area (or “study area”) has been identified as those portions of the Warrah Creek Catchment that
have a slope of less than two (2) degrees. The study area covers an approximate area of 1,500 km2,
and has been divided in to three sub-catchments, these being:

 Pump Station Creek (western part of study area);
 Big Jacks Creek (central part of the study area); and
 Warrah Creek (eastern part of study area).

When referring to the study region, this is considered to include all those lands that occur within a ten
kilometre radius of the study area.

The survey has been conducted as part of the Warrah Creek Catchment Floodplain Management Plan
(the Management Plan) being developed by DIPNR, to meet the requirements of the NSW
Government’s State Flood Policy. The Management Plan is being developed to coordinate ongoing
earthworks and minimise damage caused by developments on the floodplains. The aim of the
Floodplain Management Plan is to “support the natural functions of the floodplain whilst reducing the
impact of flooding and flood liability on users and occupiers ”.

The field investigation has been undertaken to identify:

 Any areas of high, moderate and low ecological value that occur within the study area;
 Any ecologically sensitive areas that should be retained and incorporated into the Management

Plan in their current form or with proposed mitigation measures;
 Sites that could potentially be developed without an adverse impact upon native species or their

habitat requirements; and
 Sites that may be developed at a later stage depending upon the results of further field based,

detailed ecological assessments.

By identifying these areas, sites of high to moderate ecological significance can be highlighted, these,
depending on the scope of works proposed, being identified as constraints to the undertaking of the
Management Plan. Conversely, sites of low ecological value can also be identified, these providing
opportunities for the implementation of the Management Plan. For the purposes of this study, a
development was defined as “any proposal that would result in the clearing or significant disturbance
of naturally vegetated areas, or the alteration of flow patterns or frequency of flooding of flood
dependent ecosystems.”

To achieve the objectives of the flora and fauna overview, a general survey of the Warrah Creek
Catchment was undertaken over a two day period, during which time the structure and diversity of
those vegetation communities and fauna habitats present was identified. By identifying the structure,
health and character of those vegetation communities and fauna habitats present, their value for
native plants and animals, particularly those listed as threatened under the Schedules to the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995 and NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994, can be identified. In line
with the overall objectives of the study, a precautionary approach has been adopted where suitable
habitats for the life cycle requirements of species of state and/or national conservation concern are
recorded.
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In addition to the site investigations, the identification of any possible ecological constraints is based
on a review of any previous ecological studies that have been undertaken within both the Murrurundi
and Quirindi Shire Local Government Areas and within the Warrah Creek Catchment itself. The
consultation of standard databases and the consideration of the objectives of the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 , the NSW Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979, NSW National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995, NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994 and State Environmental Planning
Policy No 44 (SEPP 44) – Koala Habitat Protection has also been undertaken.

2. Environmental Setting

The area surveyed during the current investigation is located within the Murrurundi and Quirindi Shire
Local Government Areas, between the rural townships of Murrurundi, Quirindi and Pine Ridge. The
Warrah Creek Catchment drains into the Mooki River, this river eventually draining into the Namoi
River near Gunnedah. The study area is bound by the Great Dividing Range (Liverpool Range) to the
south, Quirindi-Pine Ridge Road to the north, the Upper Mooki River Catchment to the west and the
Quirindi Creek catchment to the east. The area surveyed is shown in Figure 1.

The study area incorporates the following drainage lines, along with their associated riparian
vegetations:

 Borambil Creek;
 Warrah Creek;
 Big Jack’s Creek;
 Millers Creek;
 McDonalds creek;
 Pump Station Creek; and
 Yarramanbah Creek.

The study area has had a long history of agricultural landuse, with the current farming practices
including the production of cereal crops (e.g. wheat and sorghum) on the lower slopes and plains, and
sheep and cattle grazing on the upper slopes (Department of Land and Water Conservation, 1996).
Timber harvesting also occurs within the Pine Ridge State Forest, on the north western boundary of
the study area (Quirindi Council, 2002). Roads and other infrastructure (e.g. farm dams) associated
with the rural development of the study area are present at various locations, as are several farming
houses and sheds. Where present, the farm houses support gardens that include a mixture of native
and exotic horticulturally produced plants, as well as maintained lawns.

As a result of the agricultural character of the Warrah Creek Catchment, most of the study area has
been cleared of native vegetation. Due to the impacts associated with the rural practices undertaken
within the study area, the flood plain is predominantly vegetated by cereal crops, exotic and native
grasslands, with scattered isolated trees and stands of regenerating woodland being present at
several locations. Riparian vegetation along the creek lines is minimal, and is highly degraded as a
result of the adjacent farming practices (i.e. vegetation removal, erosion, salinity and turbidity), with
many creek lines now being dominated by exotic species. Although this is the case, some areas of
remnant and/or regenerating native vegetation are present adjacent to those creek lines surveyed,
with the width of the riparian community varying from one to ten metres. Generally where present, the
canopy layer of the riparian community is relatively continuous, with occurrences of regenerating
native plants being observed within the understorey and lower shrub layers.

Due to the continuation of agricultural practices that are being undertaken on the flood plain, these
including the ploughing, contouring and levelling of those fields present, there are few natural wetlands
present in the study area.

The study area is located within a region that is characterised by flat to gently rolling low hills, with
natural elevations within the flood plain area being around 350 metres (Australian Height Datum). Soil
landscapes across the region are mainly derived from basalts, sandstones and shales, with the
uppermost soil formations comprising alluvial clays, silts, sand and gravel (Willow Tree and District
Landcare Group, 1995). The dominant soil landscape units of the study area are:
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 Lever Gully Landscape Unit - located on gently inclined footslopes and drainage plains and
comprising of predominantly Black Earths;

 Windy Creek Landscape Unit - located on very gently inclined drainage paths, alluvial and sheet
flood fans and comprising of predominantly Black Earth and Grey Clays; and

 Conadilly Landscape unit - located on broad floodplains and comprising of predominantly Black
Earths and Grey Clays (Banks, 1998).

The average annual rainfall for study region is approximately 755.6 millimetres with the greatest falls
being experienced during the summer months (Bureau of Meteorology, 2003). Average temperatures
for the region range from a winter low of approximately 1.8oC to a summer high of around 31.5oC
(Bureau of Meteorology, 2003).

National Parks and conservation reserves that occur within the study area include Towarri National
Park (1329.3 hectares), Coolah Tops National Park (1,044.5 hectares) and Burning Mountain Reserve
(15 hectares) (Murrurundi Council, 2003). Other areas of vegetation worth noting include Pine Ridge
State Forest (north western boundary of study area), Cedar Brush Nature Reserve (south eastern part
of the study area), Mt Parry (south western part of study area), Round Island Hill (north western part of
the study area) and Castle Mountain (north central part of the study area).
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PART B FLORA SURVEY

3. Background Research

The flora survey has been carried out in order to describe the current status of the indigenous
vegetation growing within the study area. The value of the vegetation that occurs within the study area
in the national, state and regional context is considered in relation to vegetation community types and
individual plant species recorded.

Previous flora studies conducted in the locality, and general references for the region were searched
for descriptions of similar vegetation types and for recordings of plants and communities of national,
state or regional conservation significance, that are known to occur in this area. A literature review of
these studies is available in Appendix 1. The studies referred to include:

 Murrurundi Shire Council’s State of the Environment Report (Murrurundi Shire Council 2003);
 Quirindi Shire Council’s State of the Environment Report (Quirindi Shire Council 2002);
 The Blackville Floodplain Management Study (Perrens Consultants Pty Ltd and Gunnedah

Management Consultants 2000);
 A Catchment Management Plan for the Yarramanbah and Pump Station Creek Catchment

(Department of Land and Water Conservation 1997);
 A resource inventory of the Yarramanbah and Pump Station Creek Catchment (Department of

Land and Water Conservation 1996);
 The Warrah Creek Rivercare Plan (Willow Tree and District Landcare Group 1995); and
 A flora and fauna report prepared for the reconstruction of the New England Highway between

Murrurundi and Ardglen (Gunninah Environmental Consultants 1993).

In addition, the Environment Australia Online Database (Environment Australia 2003) and NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service’s (NPWS) Atlas of NSW Wildlife (NPWS 2003) (the search area
specified was entire study area plus a ten kilometre buffer zone), were also accessed to identify
records of plant species and vegetation communities of conservation significance that have been
previously recorded, or could potentially occur, within the study region.

During the preparation of the report, discussions were also held with representatives of Murrurundi
and Quirindi Shire Councils, the NPWS (Scone office), Greening Australia (Quirindi office), NSW
Fisheries (Tamworth office), Willow Tree and District Landcare Group, Murrurundi Landcare Group
and the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (Quirindi and Dubbo offices) to
identify any additional species lists and/or reports that have been completed within the study region, or
to provide local knowledge on any species of conservation concern that may occur within the study
area. As a result of these discussions, the two Councils provided copies of their most recent State of
the Environment Reports, whilst the other agencies were not aware of any additional reports and/or
species lists that would be relevant beyond those listed above.

Through consultation with these reports and databases, a number of threatened plants and one
vegetation community were identified as having been previously recorded within the study region
(refer to Section 6.0). During the course of the field surveys, attention was paid to either identifying
these plants and communities, or to determining their likely locations based on the identification of
their necessary habitat types.
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4. Field survey methods

4.1 Identification and naming of species and families

During the field survey, plant identifications were made according to recent nomenclature in Harden
(1992, 1993, 2000 and 2002).

4.2 Classification of communities

Stands of vegetation are described by structural characteristics according to Specht (1981) and by
floristics according to Murphy and Lawrie (1998).

4.3 Conservation significance of plant species

The conservation significance of individual species, populations and ecological communities was
established with reference to:

 The Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 and Rare or
Threatened Australian Plants (ROTAP - Briggs and Leigh 1996) in the national context;

 The NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 in the state context; and
 Quirindi Shire Council State of the Environment Report (2002) in the regional context.

4.4 Field survey strategy

A general botanical survey of the study area was undertaken by Paul Burcher (B.App. Sc.) on the 23rd and
24 th of September 2003. By the completion of the field investigations, a total of 7 person hours had
been spent surveying the study area. Ten survey sites within the study area was surveyed either by
foot or motor vehicle (Figure 1), with the survey efforts targeting locations that had a high potential to
support plant species or vegetation communities of conservation concern. Generally the investigation
concentrated on those sites that were easily accessible from the network of roads that traverse the
study area, private properties being rarely entered. In instances where natural vegetation was
observed to occur on a private property, but was not accessible for one reason or the other, a
precautionary approach has been adopted. Whilst private properties were generally not entered, it is
not considered that, giving the heavily disturbed nature of the pasturelands and the uniformity of those
communities present, this limited the outcomes and objectives of the study.
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Figure 1: Warrah Creek catchment study area and field survey sites

Foot surveys used the ‘Random Meander Method’ described by Cropper (1993). This method is
suitable for covering large areas and for detecting plant species of conservation significance. The
'Random Meander Method' involves walking randomly throughout the study site, ensuring that the full
range of potential habitats is surveyed, and recording every plant species seen (Cropper 1993). Foot
surveys were undertaken at each of the ten (10) survey sites (Figure 1).

Given the network of roads present within the study area, it was possible to readily identify the
diversity and locations of those vegetation communities present.

The field work was under taken in conjunction with the consultation of aerial photography and
topographic mapping that covered the entire study site. In regards to this, the aerial photography was
employed to identify possible locations where stands of native vegetation were present, particularly
the less disturbed occurrences that may potentially support threatened species.

4.5 Limitations of the survey

Three limitations to the current field survey were encountered, these being:

1. The long-term drought that has been experienced by the region. The occurrence of the
drought is expected to have resulted in a decreased diversity of observable plant species in
the study area;

2. The timing of the survey. This may have resulted in some flora species, part icularly the
grasses and forbs that flower at other times of the year, to be overlooked; and
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3. Lack of access to private property. Restricted access to some of the sites may have resulted
in some species and vegetation communities being overlooked.

Whilst these limitations were identified, to meet the scopes of the works, a precautionary approach
has been adopted. The precautionary approach assumes that a plant, particularly one of state and/or
national conservation significance, is present where its necessary vegetation associations are
identified. In regards to these species, their potential presence has been identified in this report, along
with their likely locations. Appropriate recommendations are presented for their targeting during any
subsequent detailed investigations.

5. Field Survey Results

5.1 Plant species

A total of 34 plants were recorded in the study area during this survey, 17 of which are exotic species
(Appendix 2). One of the plants recorded, the River Oak Casuarina cunninghamiana , is of regional
conservation concern due to its association with riparian communities (Quirindi Shire, 2002). This
species was recorded at several sites during the survey, particularly adjacent to those drainage lines
that traverse the site.

By the completion of the field investigations, no flora species of national (Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) or state (NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995)
conservation concern had been identified within the study area.

Forty-seven noxious weeds (pursuant to the Noxious Weeds Act 1993) have been listed for the
Central Northern County Council, this including the Murrurundi and Quirindi Local Government Areas
(NSW Agriculture, 2003) (Appendix 3). Of these species, three Noogoora Burr (Xanthium sp.),
Paterson’s Curse (Echium plantagineum) and Weeping Willow (Salix babylonica) were recorded
during the field survey.

All other species recorded within the study area occur frequently in similar habitats throughout the
region and none are restricted or unique to the study site.

5.2 Plant communities

Three broad vegetation communities were identified within the study area, these being:

 Mixed Grasslands;
 Remnant Grassy White Box Woodlands; and
 Riparian River Oak Forests.

Of these, the mixed grasslands are the dominant vegetation community that occurs within the study
area. For reference, descriptions of the structure and dominant plant species present within each of
the ten botanical sites sampled (as identified on Figure 1) is provided below, this including information
pertaining to the three broad vegetation types identified within the study area.

Given the scale of the mapping provided, and the limited size of the stands recorded, it was not
possible to map the locations of each of these communities. Although this is the case, through
reference to Figure 2, the extent of vegetation clearance within the study area, and the limited
distribution of any remnant woodlands, is evident.

The entire study area has been modified by human activities (e.g. cropping and grazing) to varying
degrees, with the private farming lands being the most disturbed. As such, generally, the floodplain
consists primarily of mixed exotic and native grasses and herbs, with stands and scattered isolated
remnant native trees being present in fields and riparian forests along the creek banks. Prior to the
agricultural development of the study area, the flood plain is said to have been mostly composed of
native grasslands (Rolls, 1981), though scattered occurrences of trees (mostly Yellow Box Eucalyptus
melliodora and Grey Box E. microcarpa), and riparian forests of Rough-barked Apple (Angophora
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floribunda) and River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) are also likely to have been present. Narrow,
degraded remnants of the riparian River Oak Forest still remain within the study area, whilst very little
of the box open woodland remains.

Of those vegetation communities identified in the study area, one, the Grassy White Box Woodland, is
of national and state conservation concern. In addition to this community, through reference to Quirindi
Council State of the Environment Report (2002), the Riparian River Oak Forest is identified as being of
regional conservation significance.

Grassy White Box Woodland is a listed Threatened Ecological Community pursuant to the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. This community also
meets the definitions of White Box - Yellow Box - Blakely's Red Gum Woodland, as listed under
Schedule 1 Part 3 - endangered ecological community of the NSW Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995. Whilst referred to by two different names, it is noted that the Grassy White Box Woodlands
and White Box - Yellow Box - Blakely's Red Gum Woodland are one and the same community. For
ease of reference the occurrences of this community within the study area will be referred to as
Grassy White Box Woodland.

The Grassy White Box Woodlands were only recorded at Site 1 (refer to Figure 2), where it occurs in
varying degrees of disturbance, with further consideration of the impacts of any flood mitigations works
on this vegetation community being given in Section 6 of this report.

Site 1:
Location

The intersection of Swinging Ridges Road, Borambil Creek Road and Borambil Creek, in the
south-eastern part of the study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland, Remnant Grassy White Box Woodland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
River Oaks (Casuarina cunninghamiana) that are to 25 metres in height occur along Borambil
Creek. Within this riparian community there is a patchy undergrowth of Bottlebrushs
(Callistemon paludosus), these plants being to six metres in height. Groundcover species
consist of pasture weeds such as Holcus*, Buttercup (Ranunculus sp*), Noogoora Burr
(Xanthium sp*), Clover (Trifolium spp*) and Purple-top (Verbena boniariensis*).

Figure 2: Vegetation mapping of the study area

Areas with slopes greater than 2 %
(i.e. lands beyond the study limits)
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On slightly elevated ground to the east of the creek crossing there is as stand of Grey Box
(Eucalyptus microcarpa) and Yellow Box (E. melliodora), the trees at this location having a
height of 25 metres and a projective foliage cover of 15-20%. Shrubs are absent within this
woodland. Groundcover species consist of Weeping Meadow Grass (Microlaena stipoides),
Oxalis (Oxalis sp), Woodruff and the weeds Plantain (Plantago lanceolata*) and Vetch (Vicia
sp*).

Conservation Value
As components of this portion of the study area correspond to the state and nationally listed
Grassy White Box Woodland, this area was rated as having a high conservation value. The
presence of the regionally significant Riparian River Oak Forest would also be a considered a
constraint to the significant disturbance of this portion of this site. This site would benefit from
ecological management and has a moderate to high recovery potential. The occurrence of the
two woodland communities is therefore identified as a constraint to the undertaking of any flood
mitigation works. Although this is the case, depending on the scope of works proposed, some
form of “development” may be possible based on the outcomes of targeted surveys conducted
within this community.

Site 2:
Location

The floodplain between Borambil Creek and Warrah Creek, in the south-eastern part of the
study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
This site is heavily modified with vegetation consisting of pasture grasses and weeds, with
some scattered Grey Box’ occurring above the pastures. Groundcover plants consist of pasture
weeds such as Holcus*, Buttercup (Ranunculus sp*), Noogoora Burr (Xanthium sp*), Clover
(Trifolium spp*) and Purple-top (Verbena boniariensis*).

Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a low conservation value and low recovery potential. This is
primarily due to the greater presence of exotic grass and herb species and the lack of native
vegetation. Given the lack of ecological value this vegetation community offers opportunities for
the implementation of any flood mitigation strategies. Any developments proposed to be carried
out within this portion of the study area would not require the undertaking of any additional flora
and fauna surveys, nor would they require the preparation of any detailed assessment reports
(e.g. a Species Impact Statement).

Site 3:
Location

The intersection of Warrah Creek and Warrah Creek Road, in the south-eastern part of the
study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
The riparian zone has a canopy of River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) and Rough-barked
Apple (Angophora floribunda). Groundcover plants consists of Couch (Cynodon dactylon*),
Patterson's Curse (Echium plantagineum*), Wild Oats (Avena sativa*), Paddy Melon (Cucumis
myriocarpus *), Clover (Trifolium sp*), Spear Grass (Austrostipa sp) and Fennel (Foeniculum
vulgare*).
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Conservation Value
Through reference to Council’s State of the Environment Report, and given the extent of
clearing conducted in this region, the Riparian River Oak Forests that occur within this portion of
the study area are identified as being of moderate conservation value. These woodlands have a
low to moderate recovery potential, this being due to the degraded nature of the vegetation
community, the lack of any understorey plants and the greater presence of exotic grasses and
herbs. Due to its regional conservation value, the Riparian River Oak Forest is identified as a
constraint to any development. Although this is the case, depending on the scope of works
proposed, some form of “development” may be possible within this area.

Whist being of regional conservation concern, legislatively, the disturbance of this community
would not trigger a Species Impact Statement or require the referral of the matter to the Federal
Minister for the Environment.

Sites 4 and 5:
Location

The Intersection of Big Jacks Creek and Merriwa Road and Millers Creek and Merriwa Road
(respectively), in the south-central part of the study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
Rough-barked Apple Oak (Angophora floribunda) and River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana)
to 20 metres with a weedy understorey of Ryegrass (Lolium perrene*), Wild Oats (Avena
sativa*) and Sow Thistle (Sonchus oleraceus*).

Conservation Value
This Riparian River Oak Forest is of regional conservation concern (Quirindi Council, 2002),
Sites 4 and 5 being rated as having a high conservation value. These sites would benefit from
ecological management and have a moderate recovery potential. Due to the presence of the
regionally significant Riparian River Oak Forest, the occurrence of this community within this
portion of the study area is identified as a constraint to any development. Although this is the
case, depending on the scope of works proposed some form of development within this portion
of the study area may be possible.

Whist being of regional conservation concern, the disturbance of this community would not
trigger a Species Impact Statement or require the referral of the matter to the Federal Minister
for the Environment.

Site 6:
Location

The Intersection of McDonalds Creek and Blackville Road, in the south-western part of the
study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
Cumbungi (Typha orientalis) and some Twig-rush (Baumea sp.) occur downstream (north) of
the creek crossing, the plants at this location being to two metres in height. At this location, the
creek banks are dominated by pasture grasses and weeds. Upstream of the creek crossing,
scattered occurrences of River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) and Weeping Willow (Salix
babylonica*), these being to fifteen metres in height, are present.
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Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a low conservation value to the north of the bridge and a low to
moderate conservation value to the south of the bridge. This site has a low recovery potential.
This is primarily due to the degraded nature of the vegetation, the lack of understorey
vegetation and greater presence of exotic grasses and herbs.

Due to its poor condition, this component of the study area is not identified as being a constraint
to any development. Development carried out within this portion of the study area would not
require the undertaking of any additional field surveys.

Site 7:
Location

The intersection of Pump Station Creek and Blackville Road, in the south-western part of the
study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
Scattered occurrences of River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) and Weeping Willow (Salix
sp.*) occur adjacent to Pump Station Creek, these being to ten metres in height, with exotic
weeds and herbs dominating the groundcover layer. Understorey plants are absent, whilst some
Cumbungi (Typha orientalis) is present within Pump Station Creek itself, near Blackville Road.

Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a low conservation value and low recovery potential. This is
primarily due to the degraded nature of the vegetation communities present, the lack of
understorey plants and greater presence of exotic grasses and herbs.

Due to its poor condition, this component of the study area is not identified as being a constraint
to any development. Development carried out within this section of the study area would not
require the undertaking of any additional field surveys.

Site 8:
Location

The intersection of Yarramanbah Creek and Cattle Creek Road, in the western part of the study
area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
Scattered River Oaks (Casuarina cunninghamia) and Rough-barked Apples (Angophora
floribunda), these being to fifteen metres in height, occur along the creek line, with exotic weeds
and herbs dominating the groundcover layer. No understorey plants are present.

Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a low conservation value and low recovery potential. This is
primarily due to the degraded nature of the vegetation, the lack of understorey vegetation and
greater presence of exotic grass and herb species.

Due to its poor condition, this component of the study area is not identified as being a constraint
to any development. Development of this site would not require the undertaking of any
additional field surveys.
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Site 9:
Location

The intersection of Borambil Creek and Warrah Ridge Road, in the north-eastern part of the
study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland and Riparian River Oak Forest.

Structure and Common Species
Borambil Creek is lined by several scattered River Red Gums (Eucalyptus camaldulensis),
these being to 15 metres in height. The understorey layer was absent, whilst the groundcover
was dominated by exotic weeds and herbs, similar to those listed for Sites 3 to 5.

Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a moderate conservation value and recovery potential. Due to
its regional conservation value, this community is identified as a constraint to any development.
As with the other occurrences of the regionally significant Riparian River Oak Forest, depending
on the scope of works proposed, some development within this area may be possible.

Whist being of regional conservation concern, the disturbance of this community would not
trigger a Species Impact Statement or require the referral of the matter to the Federal Minister
for the Environment.

Site 10:
Location

Harrisons Plain Road, in the central part of the study area (Figure 1).

Vegetation Communities Present
Mixed Grassland.

Structure and Common Species (* denotes exotic species)
This area is heavily modified and is vegetated with pasture grass species such as Canola
(Brassica napus*), Dock (Rumex crispus*), Blown Grass (Agrostis sp*) and other weeds.

Conservation Value
This area was rated as having a low conservation value and low recovery potential. This is
primarily due to the lack of any native vegetation and the dominance of exotic grassland
species.

Due to its poor condition, this portion of the study area is not identified as being a constraint to
any development. Development of this site would not require the undertaking of any additional
field surveys.

6. Conservation Significance

6.1 Plant communities of conservation concern

As previously described, two vegetation communities of conservation significance were identified
during the current survey, these being the:

 Grassy White Box Woodlands; and
 Riparian River Oak Forests.

The only stand of Grassy White Box Woodland recorded within the study area during the current
investigation was observed at Site 1, adjacent to Swinging Ridges Road, Borambil Creek Road and
Borambil Creek. Although this is the case, this state and nationally listed endangered ecological
community is also likely occur at other locations throughout the study area in various forms of
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disturbance. Generally, giving consideration to the assessment criteria listed under Section 5A of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and through reference to the Administrative
Guidelines on Significance provided in association with the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999, the significant disturbance of this endangered ecological community would
trigger the need to prepare a Species Impact Statement, and require the referral of the matter to the
Federal Minister for the Environment. However, given the high level of disturbance due to agricultural
activities (eg. clearing and weed invasion) exhibited by the study area, including the stand of Grassy
White Box Woodland that is present within Site 1, the overall conservation value of this vegetation
community is considered to have been reduced. As such, some form of development within these
areas may be possible, though this would require the consideration of:

1. The proposed flood mitigation strategies proposed; and
2. The findings of a detailed field investigation.

Plant species characteristic of those stands of Grassy White Box Woodland that occur within the study
area, include (but are not limited to) Yellow Box (Euclayptus melliodora), Grey Box (E. microcarpa),
Asperula conferta, Austrodanthonia sp., Austrostipa sp., Oxalis perennans and Wahlenbergia
communis.

Though not listed as an endangered ecological community, Riparian River Oak Forest along
watercourses is considered vulnerable and inadequately conserved (Benson 1987). Due to its function
in reducing the sedimentation of drainage lines, erosion of creek banks and providing habitat for native
species (amongst other things), this vegetation community is recognised as being of regional
conservation concern within the study region (Quirindi Shire, 2002). Within the study area, plant
species characteristic of this community include (but are not limited to) River Oaks (Casuarina
cunninghamiana), Rough-barked Apples (Angophora floribunda) and River Red Gums (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis).

6.2 Threatened plant species

No species of national or state conservation significance were recorded during the field survey.
However, one species of regional conservation significance, River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamia),
was recorded at several sites in association with the riparian vegetation.

Thirteen species of threatened flora have been recorded within a ten kilometre radius of the study area
(Table 1). Based on a review of their habitat requirements and necessary vegetation associations,
whilst not recorded during the field investigation, it is considered that portions of the study area
represent potential habitat for several of these plants, including (but not limited to) Dichanthium
setosum, Digitaria porrecta, Botriochloa biloba and Thesium australe. If present, due to their
documented vegetation associations, these species would only be recorded within stands of intact or
remnant Grassy White Box Woodlands. As such, wherever any stands of native Eucalypt trees are
recorded within the study area, the potential for their associated threatened plants should be
considered.

7. Development constraints consideration

Based on the outcomes of the field investigations, combined with a consideration of the current
legislative requirements, the following constraints have been identified. For ease of reference, these
constraints have also presented in Table 2 and graphically represented in Figure 3.
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Table 1: Plants of commonwealth, state and/or regional conservation significance

previously recorded within the study region and their associated habitat types

SOURCE SPECIES NAME HABITAT REQUIREMENTS*
1 2 3

 Adiantum aethiopicum Along the banks of rivers and creeks or in damp, open areas.
 Adiantum formosum Rainforest or eucalypt forest, on grassy slopes, alluvial flats or near creeks.

V V  Botriochola biloba Woodland on poorer soils.
 Casuarina cunninghamiana Banks of freshwater streams.

V V  Dichanthium setosum Woodland and grassland.
E E  Digitaria porrecta Grassland on better soils.

V Eucalyptus oresbiana Wet forest at higher altitudes between Nundle and Hanging Rock.
V V Goodenia macbarronii Damp, sandy soils south from Guyra and Inverell.
V E Philotheca ericifolia Dry sclerophyll forest in upper Hunter Valley.
V V Pterostylis cobarensis Grows among rocks on low hills and on slopes above streams; chiefly

Nyngan – Bourke.
V  Swainsona murrayana On heavy soils in depressions.

V V  Thesium australe Grassland and woodland often in damp sites.
E E Tylophora linearis Dry scrub in the Barraba, Mendooran, Temora & West Wyalong districts.

Key
1 = Environment Australia (2003) – plants of Commonwealth conservation significance (Commonwealth

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999).
2 = NPWS (2003) – plants of state conservation significance (NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995).
3 = Quirindi Shire Council (2002) – plants of regional conservation significance.

Listed as either an endangered (E) or vulnerable (V) species.
* = based on the descriptions provided in Harden 1992, 1993 and 2002.

The presence of the Grassy White Box Woodland endangered ecological community at Site 1
constrains the implementation of the Management Plan at this location (and other locations within the
study area where this community is, or may be, present). The woodland is also potential habitat for
four threatened state and nationally listed plant species, these being Dichanthium setosum, Digitaria
porrecta, Botriochloa biloba and Thesium australe. Given the highly restricted range of this vegetation
community at Site 1, the stand being approximately 500 metres long and 300 metres wide, it is
considered that its significant disturbance is likely to require the preparation of a Species Impact
Statement and referral to the matter to the Federal Minister for the Environment. Although this is the
case, some form of flood mitigation works at this location may be possible, as long as it does not
significantly compromise the overall ecological value of the Grassy White Box Woodlands.

At a regional level, the Riparian River Oak Forest, and it’s dominate plant, River Oak (Casuarina
cunninghamia), are identified as development constraints. Within those Local Government Areas that
encompass the study area, the riparian community, and its associated plants, are identified as being
of regional conservation concern, due to their role in preventing creek bank erosion, the sedimentation
of drainage line and the provision of range of resources for fauna species. Locations where the
Riparian River Oak Forests generally occur as relatively undisturbed stands are therefore identified as
having a moderate to high conservation value and moderate recovery potential. From a botanical
perspective, legislatively, there would be no implications if the proposed Management Plan had an
adverse impact on the Riparian River Oak Forest, or selected portions of this community. Although this
is the case, based on a consideration of the principles of ecological sustainable development as
identified in Schedule 2 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulations, it is
recommended that the healthier stands of Riparian River Oak Forest be retained and incorporated into
the flood mitigation strategies proposed within the Management Plan.

Once the ultimate form of the Management Plan is determined, and the extent of its “disturbance”
identified, it may be necessary to revisit portions of the study area. The field based investigations
would be required to survey the components of the Management Plan, thereby identifying the
vegetation communities and plant species these had the potential to disturb. The assessment of the
Management Plan strategies, using the assessment criteria listed under Section 5A of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and within the Administrative Guidelines on
Significance provided in association with the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
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Act 1999 , would identify whether the works would have a significant impact on any species,
communities or populations of state and/or national conservation concern, or their necessary habitat
associations. Furthermore, the detailed field investigations would identify sites that could potentially be
affected by indirect impacts such as:

 Edge effects (where the new edge of the vegetation dies back due to changes in light, humidity
and soil moisture conditions);

 Habitat fragmentation (i.e. where stands of vegetation are fragmented into smaller parcels that are
more susceptible to weed invasion);

 Weed invasion;
 Altered drainage conditions; and
 Other adverse environmental effects.

Figure 3: Botanical Constraints

Ecological Constraints

Low
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Table 2: Botanical Constraints Identification

Vegetation Community Development
opportunity or

constraint

Reason why Legislative implications Comment

Grassy White Box
Woodlands

Constraint This vegetation community is
threatened at a state and national
level. There is also the potential for
threatened plants to occur in
association with the Grassy White
Box Woodlands.

Significant clearing of the Grassy
White Box Woodland is likely to
trigger the need for the
preparation of a Species Impact
Statement and referral to the
Minister for the Environment.

Depending on the scope of works
proposed to be undertaken in association
with the adoption of the Management Plan,
some form of development within this
community may be possible that does not
trigger an SIS or referral of the matter to
the Federal Minister. The assessment of
this would require the undertaking of more
detailed field surveys, in conjunction with
an on site review of the plans proposed.

Riparian River Oak Forest

– low to moderately
undisturbed.

Constraint Given the extent of clearing
undertaken in surrounding region,
and the ecological function this
community has for native animals
and those aquatic environments
which they line, this community, and
its dominant plants, is of regional
conservation concern.

None, the Riparian River Oak
Forests are not listed, or currently
being considered for listing, under
the Schedules to either
Commonwealth Environment
Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 or NSW
Threatened Species Conservation
Act 1995.

Depending on the scope of works
proposed to be undertaken in association
with the adoption of the Management Plan,
some form of development that does not
affect the overall ecological value of this
community may be possible. The
assessment of this would require the
undertaking of more detailed field surveys.

Riparian River Oak Forest

– highly disturbed.

Opportunity No ecological value. Site highly
disturbed and unlikely to regenerate
naturally.

None The adoption of flood mitigation strategies
in these areas would not require the
undertaking of any additional field work.

Mixed Grasslands Opportunity No ecological value. Site highly
disturbed and unlikely to regenerate
naturally.

None The adoption of flood mitigation strategies
in these areas would not require the
undertaking of any additional field work.
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Where these indirect impacts are identified as potentially affecting a vegetation community of state,
regional and national conservation concern, the adoption of site specific mitigation measures may be
warranted.

The mixed grasslands and heavily disturbed and degraded stands of the Riparian River Oak Forest
are identified as development opportunities. These areas have low ecological value and, due to their
heavily disturbed, altered and generally cleared nature, are not of state, national or regional
conservation concern. No threatened plants would be recorded within these vegetation communities
and the potential for these areas to naturally recover (if left undisturbed) would be limited. These sites
could be further disturbed without requiring any subsequent field based investigations. Similarly,
disturbance of these areas would not require the preparation of any detailed ecological assessment
reports (e.g. A Species Impact Statement).
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PART C FAUNA SURVEY

8. Literature review and field guides

Prior to undertaking any field work, previous studies conducted in the region and known databases
were consulted to identify the diversity of fauna species known for, or potentially occurring in, the
study region. These species are ones that may utilise the study area on occasion but were not
observed, recorded or indicated during site investigation. The undertaking of a literature search also
ensured that the results of surveys conducted during different climatic, seasonal and date periods are
also considered and drawn upon as required. This approach therefore increases the probability of
considering the presence of, and possible impacts on, all native species known and likely to occur
within the study area, particularly those of conservation concern. A review of the literature sources
accessed can be found in Appendix 1.

The identification of known, or potentially occurring, native species within the Murrurundi and Quirindi
Local Government Areas, particularly those listed under the Schedules to the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 and NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994, also permits the tailoring of the
field survey strategies to either the detection of these animals or their necessary habitat requirements.

The studies and reports referred to include:

 Murrurundi Shire Council State of the Environment Report (Murrurundi Shire Council 2003);
 Quirindi Shire Council State of the Environment Report (Quirindi Shire Council 2002);
 A publication on the woodland birds of the Liverpool Plains (Birds Australia, 2002);
 The Blackville Floodplain Management Study (Perrens Consultants Pty Ltd and Gunnedah

Management Consultants 2000);
 Publications pertaining to the Yarramanbah and Pump Station Creek Catchments (Department

of Land and Water Conservation 1996, Department of Land and Water Conservation 1997);
 A Rivercare Plan for Warrah Creek (Willow Tree and District Landcare Group 1995); and
 A flora and fauna report prepared for the reconstruction of a section of the New England

Highway (Gunninah Environmental Consultants 1993);

Other reports and documents referred to are provided within the bibliography section of this report.

In addition to these documents, the Environment Australia Online Database (Environment Australian
July 2003), NPWS Atlas (NPWS July 2003) and NSW Fisheries Fishfiles Database (NSW Fisheries
July 2003) were also accessed. When accessing these databases, the search area specified was the
entire study area plus a ten kilometre buffer.

These databases and reports were reviewed and drawn upon where relevant. While reviewing these
documents, particular attention was paid to identifying records of species listed under the Schedules
of the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994, species
that have been recorded in the region and which may therefore occur within, or in the vicinity of, the
survey area.

During the preparation of the report, discussions were held with representatives of Murrurundi and
Quirindi Shire Councils, the NPWS (Scone office), Greening Australia (Quirindi office), NSW Fisheries
(Tamworth office), Willow Tree and District Landcare Group, Murrurundi Landcare Group and the
Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (Quirindi and Dubbo office) to identify
any additional species lists and/or reports which have been completed within the study region, or to
provide local knowledge on any species of conservation concern known for the region that may occur
within the study area.
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Field guides and standard texts used were:

 Cogger (1992) – reptiles and frogs;
 Simpson and Day (1999) – birds;
 Strahan (1995) – mammals;
 Churchill (1998) – insectivorous bats; and
 Triggs (1996) – identification of scats, tracks and markings.

The naming of native species recorded or known for the region follows the conventions in these
documents.

The conservation significance of animals observed or expected is made with reference to the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995 and the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994.

9. Field survey methods

A survey of the study area was undertaken by Deryk Engel (B.Env.Sc.HONS) and Ms Samantha Lloyd
(B.Sc.HONS) on the 23rd and 24th of September 2003. The weather conditions experienced during the field
investigations were clear skies with some scattered cloud cover, warm to hot temperatures (240C) and
easterly breezes. The field investigations were conducted to identify the diversity of those fauna
habitats present within the study area, thereby identifying their value for native species, particularly
those listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999, the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 and the NSW Fisheries Management Act
1994. The investigation endeavored to identify the locations of these habitats and ascertain the range
of native animals most likely to occur in conjunction with them. For the purposes of this investigation,
no targeted, species-specific fauna surveys (i.e. spotlighting or echolocation detection) were
undertaken, a precautionary approach being adopted if suitable habitats were located within the study
area.

The strategy employed for the field investigation was to traverse the study area either by foot and/or
motor vehicle, with detailed habitat assessments / searches being conducted in bushland areas that
had the potential to be of value for native species. While undertaking the field surveys, efforts were
made to document the diversity, structure and value of those habitats present within the area surveyed
for those protected, as defined under the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, and threatened,
species recorded or expected to occur based on past studies and known distribution patterns. This
involved assessing the structure of the vegetation associations and fauna habitats present and
determining their significance for native species, particularly any that are of national and state
conservation significance. While conducting the habitat assessments, efforts were made to identify
features such as known feed trees, mature trees with hollows, connectivity of fauna corridors,
wetlands, other suitable aquatic environments and other habitat features important to the life cycle
requirements of those threatened species known or likely to occur in the study region. By identifying
the areas that are, or could potentially be, significant for threatened animals, these can be highlighted
as constraints to the implementation of the Management Plan.

In addition to identifying the diversity of those habitats present, limited direct and indirect identifications
of those fauna species present was conducted. During the field survey, the methods employed to
identify those animals present included:

 The direct observation of those fauna species present within, adjacent to, or flying over the study
area;

 Limited litter and ground debris searches for reptiles and frogs;
 Diurnal call identifications; and
 The identification of indirect evidence, such as tracks, scratchings and scats.

These survey methods were employed to identify the main assemblages of those fauna species
present, these animals (based on the consultation of their necessary habitat requirements combined
with the identification of those habitats present) being used to identify the range of other native
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species that could potentially occur. The identification of the habitats present combined with an
indication of those species utilising these, assists with determining the likely occurrence of other native
species, particularly those that are of conservation concern.

By the completion of the site inspections, fifteen person hours of active searches had been
accumulated, active searches being defined as the time spent actively assessing the quality of the
habitats present and/or searching for observations/evidence of fauna species. Considering the
objectives of this study, and the physical condition and size of the study area, this length of survey
time is considered more than adequate when endeavouring to determine both the diversity of native
species present, their associated habitats and the conservation status of both of these.

When endeavouring to identify the diversity of fauna habitats present, no limitations were
encountered. The timing of the study and drought conditions that prevailed across the region would
have reduced the number of species detected, such as migratory and water associated birds.
Although this is the case, a precautionary approach ahs been adopted where habitats suitable for
these species were observed.

The presence of likely aquatic vertebrate species, particularly those of national and state conservation
concern, was determined through reference to listings provided by the NSW Fisheries, past reports
and studies, consultation of standard texts and the Environment Australia Online Database
(Environment Australia 2003). These listings were combined with an assessment of the aquatic
habitats present within, and adjacent to, the study area and a consideration of the value of these for
native fish species. As part of the current study, no in-stream fish surveys or water quality testing was
undertaken.

10. Habitat types available for native fauna species

By the completion of the field investigations, three broad habitat types available for use by native
fauna species had been recorded, these being:

 Exotic and native grasslands (this habitat type corresponds to the Mixed Grasslands described in
the botanical section of this report);

 Remnant woodland / riparian vegetation (this habitat type incorporates the Grassy White Box
Woodlands and Riparian River Oak Forests described in the botanical section); and

 Aquatic environments.

For reference, descriptions of the structure and value of these environments for native species are
provided below, a photographic record of each habitat type has also been provided.

10.1 Exotic and native grasslands

The exotic and native grasslands are composed of a low density layer of ground cover plants, these
being to 0.5 metres in height. The grasslands are present throughout the study area, being the
dominant fauna habitat recorded. The composition of the grasslands varies throughout the study area
in accordance with topographical changes. As such, the floodplain areas are generally dominated by
exotic species, whilst native grasses have a greater presence on slopes and in association with the
remnant woodlands. Within the grasslands, weeds and the occasional isolated exotic and native
shrub and/or tree is present. In relation to those native trees observed, some supported hollows
suitable for the life cycle requirements of native species tolerant to traversing open space areas (eg.
owls, microchiropteran bats and parrot species). Whilst these isolated trees may be utilised by some
species of tolerant native fauna, during the field survey, the dominant animal observed in association
with these was the introduced Common Starling (Sturnus vulgaris).

The exotic and native grasslands are generally considered to be of low ecological value. The
resources present within this habitat type are limited (with the exception of scattered isolated hollow
bearing trees) and it is unlikely that any resident populations of native animals would be adversely
disturbed through the removal or further modification of this habitat type. No species listed under the
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Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 or NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995 were recorded within this habitat type during the field investigations,
and it is not considered likely any of these animals would rely on or occur as resident populations
within the grasslands. The further development of the exotic and native grasslands is not considered
to have an adverse impact on the viability of any local fauna populations, such that these animals
would be placed at risk of local extinction.

The exotic and native grasslands provide opportunities for the implementation of the Management
Plan. The further disturbance of this habitat type would not affect any native species, particularly any
that are of conservation concern. Ecologically, the development of this habitat type would not have an
adverse impact on the biodiversity of the region, the development of these areas not requiring the
undertaking of any additional field work. Legislatively, the undertaking of any works at this location
would not trigger the need to prepare a Species Impact Statement or require the referral of the matter
to the Federal Minister for the Environment.

10.2 Remnant Woodlands / Riparian Vegetation

Given the extent of clearing conducted in the study area, the remnant (eucalypt) woodlands are
generally restricted to the upper slopes and ridges of the study area. Whilst this is the case, stands of
this habitat type are present at several locations within the study area (including Site 1 and along
Blackville Road [refer to Figure 1]), these varying in size from isolated trees to stands of over-storey
plants.

The riparian vegetation was present to varying degrees along most of those creek lines surveyed.
Within the study area, the riparian vegetation varied from highly degraded patches of heavily disturbed
and fragmented trees to intact and continuous forest stands. Due to the activities associated with the
adjacent farming practices, the widths of the riparian communities varies, ranging f rom a single line of
trees to bands that are up to 10 m wide. Where observed, the riparian bands were identified as
providing a variety of resources for native species.

In general the woodlands and riparian vegetation support trees that are between 10 and 15 m in
height; the over-storey canopies being relatively continuous (though some breaks of up to 20 m were
observed). Most of the woodland areas are surrounded by farming properties, resulting in the isolation
of these stands. Most of the Eucalypts observed supported hollows suitable for the roosting and/or
breeding requirements of native species. The hollows, where present, have a diameter that is up to
150 mm wide, thereby being suitable for a range of small to medium sized arboreal species.

Isolated regenerating saplings and native shrubs to a height of 3 m are present within the woodland
stands. The ground cover is generally characteristic of the exotic and native grasslands previously
described, however some native sedges were identified in association with the riparian vegetation.
Leaf litter and some natural ground debris, such as fallen branches and logs, is present, as is wind
blown and dumped agricultural refuse.

Due to the lack of any major stands of native vegetation within the study area, due to the land use
history of the site, the remnant woodlands and riparian vegetation would be an important local
resource for native species. This habitat type would be important due to the foraging, breeding,
roosting and sheltering resources it provides, its function as a movement corridor and its role in soil
stabilising (including creek banks). Based on the observations made during the field investigations, it
was noted that the remnant woodlands and riparian vegetation have a structure that is suitable for the
foraging, sheltering and breeding needs of a number of those nat ive species recorded, or expected.
Based on the outcomes of the literature review, this indicating the range of state and nationally listed
threatened species that have been recorded or could potentially occur in the study region (Table 3),
the remnant woodlands and riparian vegetation has the potential to be utilised by several of the hollow
associated animals, particularly the hollow dependant microchiropterans. Given the structure of the
woodlands and riparian vegetation, their potential to support loca lly viable populations of hollow
dependant threatened species, and the extent of clearing undertaken within the surrounding region,
this habitat type, particularly those stands that support hollow-bearing trees, is identified as a
constraint to the implementation of the Management Plan.
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Although this is the case, depending on the scope of works proposed, it may be feasible to undertake
some form of development within, and adjacent to, this habitat type without compromising the overall
ecological character of these areas, or the fauna species they support.

As noted previously, the only resident populations of threatened fauna that could potentially occur
within the woodland remnants or riparian vegetation are those that would be reliant upon tree hollows.
To determine whether these species are present within the woodland remnants, targeted searches
should be undertaken.

10.3 Aquatic environments

Throughout the study area, two aquatic environments were recorded, or identified as potentially being
present, these being:

 Creek lines; and
 Wetlands.

For reference, descriptions of each of these habitat types are provided below.

10.3.1 Creek lines

The creek banks and beds have incised into the floodplain, and are lined by soil, large pebbles and
rocks. The width of those creeks surveyed is generally ten metres, though there is considerable
variation throughout the study area. At the time of the field investigations, some of the creek lines were
flowing, whilst others were dry or supported standing pools of water. Some creeks support emergent
reeds of a sparse to high density, these plants being up to 0.5 metres in height. The creeks support
both open expanses of water, these varying in size throughout the study area depending upon the
channel morphology, and riffle sequences. Generally the reed beds occur as isolated stands at
various points along those creek lines surveyed. The creek banks are composed of either riparian
vegetation or exotic and native grasslands. Floating aquatic vegetation and algal blooms are present
within several of those creeks surveyed, the algal blooms presumably indicating the input of nutrients
from the surrounding farming properties. Given the agricultural character of the study region, it is
expected that the pastures are treated with fertilisers at certain times of the year, this having flow on
effects in relation to the numerous drainage lines that traverse the study area. Where the creek lines
are not flowing, the algal blooms are more pronounced. Some creek lines also were observed to
support snags and logs, these being important resources for the sheltering and breeding requirements
of fishes.

Based on a qualitative assessment of their current condition, it is considered that the creek lines that
traverse the study area vary in importance for native terrestrial, aquatic and aquatic associated
species. Generally the drainage lines that support permanent water and both riparian and aquatic
vegetation would be more significant to the life cycle needs of native species, compared to those
ephemeral channels that are lined by exotic grasses or commercial crops. The better developed
drainage lines offer a range of resources for both terrestrial and aquatic native species, including
sheltering and roosting sites, foraging areas and dispersal corridors. In relation to the habitat needs of
those natives species recorded or expected, the better developed drainage lines are identified as a
constraint to any implementation of the Management Plan, whilst the disturbed and highly altered
creek lines are identified as opportunities.

Through consultation of both the NSW Fisheries Fishfiles Database and Environment Australia Online
Database, it is noted that no fish listed (or currently being considered for listing) under either of these
pieces of legislation have been recorded within any of those drainage lines that occur within either the
study area, or surrounding region (Environment Australia 2003, NSW Fisheries 2003). Therefore,
giving consideration to assessment criteria provided under Division 6, Subdivision 1 of the Fisheries
Management Act 1994 (‘eight part test’) and within the Administrative Guidelines of the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 it is not considered that any disturbance of those
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drainage lines that occur within the study area would have a significant impact on any threatened
aquatic species, their populations, ecological communities or habitats. As such, from the perspective
of threatened aquatic species, the creek lines that traverse the study area are not identified as a
constraint to the implementation of any flood mitigation strategies proposed within the Management
Plan (particularly where these may result in the disturbance or modification of those drainage lines
present).

Although this is the case, it is noted that the “installation and operation of instream structures and
other mechanisms that alter natural flow regimes of rivers and streams” has been listed as a key
threatening process under Schedule 6 of the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994, this threatening
process applying to all NSW waterways, not only those where listed threatened species are present.
Similarly, the degradation of native riparian vegetation along NSW waterways has also been listed as
a key threatening process under the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994. The implementation of
any of the flood mitigation strategies proposed should ensuring that the works do not result in the
significant disturbance of the native riparian communities or the flow regimes of those rivers and
streams present.

10.3.2 Wetlands

Through reference to those topographic maps that encompass the study area (these being the
Quirindi and Parry 1:25, 000 topographic map sheets dated 1989), three wetlands were identified as
being present within the Warrah Creek Catchment, these being located:

 To the north of Warrah Ridge Road;
 To the south of Harrisons Plain Road; and
 Adjacent to Cattle Lane.

The wetland that occurs to the north of Warrah Ridge Road was not investigated at the time of the
field investigation as it is located on private property and was therefore not accessible. Although this
is the case, given the agricultural practices undertaken within this site, and the extent of rural
development observed, it is highly unlikely that the wetland still exists.

No wetlands were observed south of Harrisons Plain Road or adjacent to Cattle Lane. These portions
of the study area currently consist of cleared farming land that is vegetated by exotic grasses and
weeds. Whilst naturally occurring wetlands may have been originally been located at these sites, it is
considered that these have subsequently been removed and are presently under cultivation.

As this habitat type was not observed to occur naturally within the study area at the time of the field
investigation, it is not identified as being a constraint to the implementation of the Management Plan.

11. Fauna species recorded, known or potentially occurring within the study region

Based on the results of the field surveys, combined with a review of known literature sources and
standard databases, it was identified that thirty three (33) native mammals, one hundred and five (105)
native birds1, eighteen (18) reptiles, seven (7) frogs (Appendix 4) and fourteen (14) native fish
(Appendix 1) have been recorded within either the study area, or surrounding region.

Of those species recorded within either the study area or region:

 Seven (7) are listed as migratory under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Appendix 4);

1
This is not including the Birds Australia (2002) survey, which reports 248 native bird species in the Liverpool Plains,
17 of which are listed as threatened on the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
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 Seventeen (17) are listed as threatened under the Commonwealth Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Table 3), sixteen of these species also being listed
under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995;

 Sixteen (16) are solely listed under the Schedules to the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 (Table 3); and

 One species and one endangered population are listed under the Schedules to the NSW
Fisheries Management Act 1994 (Appendix 1).

12. Constraints consideration

Through reference to the documented life cycle histories of those species presented in Table 3,
combined with the results of the habitat assessments , there is the potential for several of these
animals to occur either within the remnant woodlands and/or riparian vegetation. The species most
likely to occur as locally viable resident populations within these habitats (if present) would be the
hollow dependant animals, such as the microchiropterans (insectivorous bats) and several of the
birds. There is also the possibility that several of the migratory birds may be present on occasion.
Targeted surveys for these species would provide greater confidence in determining their presence
within the study area, their habitat usage and the possible impacts on these populations if the
proposed flood mitigation strategies were to result in the removal or significant disturbance of either of
these habitat types.

Table 3: Threatened Fauna Species

previously recorded or potentially occurring within the study region

Common Name Scientific Name Legislation 1 2
MAMMALS
Spotted-tailed Quoll Dasyurus maculatus EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Koala Phascolarctos cinereus TSC Act X
Yellow-bellied Glider Petaurus australis TSC Act X
Eastern Pygmy Possum Cercartetus nanus TSC Act X
Brush-tailed Bettong Bettongia penicillata EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Brush-tailed Phascogale Phascogale tapoatafa TSC Act X
Yellow-bellied Sheathtail Bat Saccolaimus flaviventris TSC Act X
Large-eared Pied Bat Chalinolobus dwyeri EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Eastern False-Pipistrelle Falsistrellus tasmaniensis TSC Act X
Little Pied Bat Chalinobus picatus TSC Act X
Greater Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus timoriensis EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Greater Broad-nosed Bat Scoteanax rueppellii TSC Act X
Large-footed Myotis Myotis adversus TSC Act X
Common Bentwing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii TSC Act X
BIRDS
Freckled Duck Stictonetta naevosa TSC Act X
Cattle Egret Ardea ibis EPBC Act X
Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus EPBC Act X
Painted Snipe Rostratula benghalensis EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Bush-stone Curlew Burhinus grallarius TSC Act X
Red Goshawk Erythrotriorchis radiatus EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Black-breasted Buzzard Hamirostra melanosternon TSC Act X
Glossy Black-Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus lathami TSC Act X
Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Turquoise Parrot Neophema pulchella TSC Act X
Superb Parrot Polytelis swainsonii EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Powerful Owl Ninox strenna TSC Act X
Barking Owl Ninox connivens TSC Act X
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Common Name Scientific Name Legislation 1 2
Masked Owl Tyto novaehollandiae TSC Act X
White-throated Needletail Hirundapus caudacutus EPBC Act X
Fork-tailed Swift Apus pacificus EPBC Act X
Rainbow Bee-eater Merops ornatus EPBC Act X
Grey-crowned Babbler Pomatostomus temporalis TSC Act X
Brown Treecreeper Climacteris picumnus TSC Act X
Speckled Warbler Chthinicola Sagittata TSC Act X
Regent Honeyeater Xanthomyza phrygia EPBC Act and TSC Act X
Black-chinned Honeyeater Melithreptus gularis TSC Act X
Painted Honeyeater Grantiella picta TSC Act X
Hooded Robin Melanodryas cucullata TSC Act X
Gilberts Whistler Pachycephala inornata TSC Act X
Olive Whistler Pachycephala olivacea TSC Act X
Diamond Firetail Stagonopleura guttata TSC Act X
REPTILES
Pale-headed Snake Hoplocephalus bitorquatus TSC Act X
INVERTEBRATES
Bathurst Copper Butterfly Paralucia spinifera TSC Act X

Key

1. Species previously recorded in the region (list does not include animals that are currently considered to be
extinct).

2. Species expected to be present but not recorded in the region (according to NPWS 1995 and 1996).
EPBC Act – Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
TSC Act – NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.

Based on the size and structure of the woodland remnants, the threatened species potentially
occurring within the woodland portions of the study area are highlighted in bold within Table 3.
Though recorded or potentially occurring within the study region, the remainder of the species would
not be reliant upon or occur as resident populations within the study area, these animals having:

a) Large home range areas, the study area forming only a minor, and highly disturbed portion of
these animals needs (e.g. the migratory birds and large raptors);

b) Specific habitat associations not present within the study area (e.g. specific assemblages of
feed trees/shrubs); and/or

c) Alternative habitat requirements to those provided by the study area (e.g. larger woodland
areas and wetlands).

Based on a precautionary approach, until such times as targeted surveys have been undertaken, it is
considered that the woodland and hollow dependant species identified in bold within Table 3 should
be considered a constraint to any development of the woodland remnants and/or riparian vegetation.
Without the undertaking of targeted surveys, these animals are considered to constitute locally viable
resident populations, animals that, if disturbed, would require either the preparation of a Species
Impact Statement and/or referral of the matter to the federal Minister for the Environment. Although
this is the case, depending on the scope of the proposed and the extent of impact(s) associated with
these, the presence of these animals may not be significantly disturbed, and therefore some form of
“development” within the woodland remnants and/or riparian vegetation may be possible.

Giving consideration to the documented habitat associations and life cycle needs of those species
presented in Table 3, it is not considered that any would occur or be reliant upon the exotic and native
grasslands. The further disturbance of these areas would not have a significant impact on any of the
species listed in Table 3, their populations, ecological communities or habitats. The animals listed in
Table 3 would not be viewed a constraint in relation to the development of the exotic and native
grassland areas, or highly disturbed riparian environments. An assessment of the likely impacts of the
works on this habitat type, through reference to the eight part test, would not indicate that a Species
Impact Statement or further field work would be required.
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Both the Quirindi and Murrurundi Shire Local Government Areas are identified under Schedule 1 –
Local Government Areas of State Environmental Planning Policy No 44 (SEPP 44) – Koala Habitat
Protection. This Policy seeks to encourage the proper conservation and management of areas that
provide habitat for Koalas.

Within the study area, one listed Koala Feed tree, this being the River Red Gum (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis), was recorded. This feed tree was only recorded within the riparian community that
lines Borambil Creek (Site 9). In accordance with the assessment criteria and definitions provided
under State Environmental Planning Policy No 44 (SEPP 44) – Koala Habitat Protection, this portion
of the study area could be considered to constitute potential Koala habitat. Although this is the case,
no individuals of this species were seen during the field investigation and no indirect evidence that
would suggest the presence of these animals was obtained. As such, is not considered that the
Borambil Creek riparian vegetation constitutes core Koala habitat. As such, if the proposed flood
mitigation works were to have an impact on this portion of the study area, it is not considered that the
preparation of a Plan of Management for the conservation and management of areas of Koala habitat
would be necessary.

Based on the results obtained by the completion of the fauna survey, combined with the results of the
habitat assessments and literature review, several fauna constraints to the implementation of the
Management Plan have been identified (Table 4). Although this is the case, it is noted that, depending
on the scope of works proposed combined with the findings of the targeted field surveys, these
constraints may not negate the undertaking of any of the flood mitigation strategies proposed in the
Management Plan.

Table 4: Fauna Constraints Identification

Issues Development
Opportunities

Development
Constraints*

Reason why

Exotic and native
grassland.

Yes Limited habitat value due to its
disturbed nature and current /
previous land use history.

Remnant woodlands
and riparian vegetation.

Yes Potential to provide habitat for state
and/or nationally listed threatened
fauna. Overall ecological value for
native species due to extent of
clearing of native vegetation from
the study area.

Degraded riparian
vegetation.

Yes Limited habitat value due to its
disturbed nature.

Aquatic environments -
farm dams and creek
lines.

Yes Limited habitat value for water
associated and aquatic species due
to their disturbed nature.

Threatened fauna. Yes Potential to occur in association with
remnant woodlands and the better
developed stands of riparian
vegetation.

* - identified as a constraint based on a precautionary approach. May be revised based on the
outcomes of detailed field investigations and a clear indication of the scope of works.
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PART D CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

13. Conclusions

Three vegetation communities were recorded within the study area, these being Grassy White Box
Woodlands, Riparian River Oak Forest and Mixed Grasslands. Of these vegetation communities the
mixed grasslands dominate the majority of the study area and area considered to be of low botanical
value. The mixed grassland provide opportunities for the undertaking of any flood mitigation strategies,
the further disturbance of these areas not having an adverse impact on any plants of state, regional or
national conservation concern.

The Grassy White Box Woodland was recorded within the study area (at Site 1), this vegetation
community having a very limited distribution. This community is listed as an endangered ecological
community under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
and NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. As such, its presence is identified as being a
constraint to any development of those portions of the study area where this community is present.
The significant disturbance of this community is likely to trigger the need to prepare a Species Impact
Statement, and require referral of the matter to the Federal Minister for the Environment.

No threatened plants were recorded during the field investigation. Although this is the case, based on
the presence of their necessary vegetation associations, that being the Grassy White Box Woodlands,
there is the potential for four threatened plants to occur within the study area. Targeted surveys for
these species are recommended if the woodland community is to be significantly disturbed.

During the field investigation one regionally significant plant, the River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamia),
was recorded, this plant occurring in association with the Riparian River Oak Forest, a vegetation
community that has also been identified as being of regional conservation concern. The Riparian River
Oak Forests occur adjacent to those drainage lines that traverse the study area, varying in quality from
highly, to moderately disturbed. In relation to the moderately disturbed areas, these have been
identified as constraints to any development of these portions of the study area, while the highly
disturbed stands offer development opportunities.

The remnant woodlands and better developed stands of riparian vegetation have a habitat structure
that would be suitable for a number of those threatened fauna species previously recorded, or
potentially occurring, within the study area. Given the limited amount of similar habitat in the
surrounding region, there is the potentially that several of these animals, mainly the hollow dependant
species, may occur as resident populations within the study area. If present, the significant
disturbance and further fragmentation of these species habitat requirements may trigger the need to
prepare a Species Impact Statement and refer the matter to the Federal Minister for the Environment.
From the perspective of native fauna, the remnant woodlands and less disturbed stands of riparian
vegetation are therefore identified as constraints to any development of these portions of the study
area.

The two other fauna habitat types recorded, these being the exotic and native grasslands and
degraded riparian areas, are not considered to be of any ecological value. These habitat types would
not be important for any native species and their further disturbance would not affect the local or
regional occurrence of any native animals. These areas, which generally dominate the study area,
therefore offer opportunities for the implementation of the Management Plan.

“Development” of the mixed grasslands and degraded stands of Riparian River Oak Forests could
proceed without warranting the undertaking of any additional field investigations.

Given their highly degraded and altered condition, the aquatic environments recorded within the study
area are not considered to be suitable for any of those threatened fish listed under the NSW Fisheries
Management Act 1994. These drainage lines therefore offer opportunities for the development of
these portions of the study area, as long as consideration is given to the movement of aquatic species
and the retention of any well developed stands of riparian vegetation.
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Depending on the scope of works proposed, and the extent of likely disturbance, some form of
“development” that does not compromise their ecological value may be possible within the Grassy
White Box Woodlands and Riparian River Oak Forest. These vegetation communities and fauna
habitats may therefore offer opportunities for some form of development, this being based on a
consideration of the scope of works proposed and the undertaking of more detailed field
investigations.

14. Recommendations

To minimise the potential impacts of the proposed Management Plan on those native species
recorded or expected to occur within the study area, the following recommendations have been
presented:

 The strategies proposed within the Management Plan should ensure that they do not have a
significant impact on any stands of the endangered ecological community, Grassy White Box
Woodlands. Additional botanical surveys targeting the presence and distribution of this
community, and any associated threatened plants, may be warranted once the flood mitigation
strategies have been developed.

 Associated with the botanical investigations conducted in association with the Grassy White
Box Woodlands, targeted surveys for those potentially occurring threatened fauna species
should also be undertaken. The targeted fauna surveys should identify the diversity of
threatened species present, their reliance upon those habitats present and their like ly
tolerance to any of the flood mitigation works proposed.

 The targeted surveys should be conducted during seasonal and climatic conditions that are
suitable for the detection of plant and animal species. Where possible, the surveys should be
conducted during the late Spring – early Summer months.

 Well developed stands of the Riparian River Oak Forest should be retained and incorporated
into the flood mitigation strategies proposed. Where these stands require disturbance or
removal, revegetation of the works site post-construction with similar species is
recommended.

 The proposed flood mitigation works should not fragment or isolate any stands of native
vegetation. As such, woodland areas that are likely to be used during the dispersal period of
native fauna should be retained, and where possible, enhanced. Enhancement works should
include the subsequent planting of locally occurring native species, the restriction of access to
riparian areas by domestic live stock and the establishment of buffers to reduce the extent of
clearing associated with the adjacent farming practices.

 As a general design principle, the clearing of native vegetation should be avoided or
minimised by thoughtful project design.

 To ensure that the proposed flood mitigation works do not adversely affect the movement of
any native fish through this area, no barriers to the dispersal patterns of these species should
be erected within those major drainage lines that traverse the study area. Measures should be
incorporated into the proposed works to ensure the connectivity of these habitat areas.

 Water quality testing and macroinvertebrate sampling should be undertaken to confirm the
limited value of those drainage lines that traverse the study area for native fish, particularly
species listed under the NSW Fisheries Management Act 1994.
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Appendix 1: Literature Review Results

Introduction

As noted, the flowing studies were accessed during the course of this investigation:

 Murrurundi Shire Council’s State of the Environment Report (Murrurundi Shire Council 2003);
 Quirindi Shire Council’s State of the Environment Report (Quirindi Shire Council 2002);
 A publication on the woodland birds of the Liverpool Plain (Birds Australia 2002);
 The Blackville Floodplain Management Study (Perrens Consultants Pty Ltd and Gunnedah

Management Consultants 2000);
 A Catchment Management Plan for the Yarramanbah and Pump Station Creek Catchment

(Department of Land and Water Conservation 1997);
 A resource inventory of the Yarramanbah and Pump Station Creek Catchment (Department of

Land and Water Conservation 1996);
 The Warrah Creek Rivercare Plan (Willow Tree and District Landcare Group 1995); and
 A flora and fauna report prepared for the reconstruction of the New England Highway between

Murrurundi and Ardglen (Gunninah Environmental Consultants 1993).

These studies were also combined with the consultation of known databases, government
representatives and local community groups. The undertaking of a literature review and community
consultation is an attempt to overcome the problems inherent with a one off “snap shot” study, thereby
providing greater depth and breath to those resources available upon which to draw and develop
management strategies.

The key components of the outcomes of the literature reviews are provided below.

Key environmental issues

Quirindi Shire Council identified several major environmental issues facing floodplain management in
the Shire, including erosion, dryland salinity and water quality. Quirindi Council (2002) have also
identified two main pressures to the remnants of Grassy White Box Woodland, these being weed
invasion and nutrient run off. These pressures make it difficult for native species to survive by
increasing competition with invasive species for resources.

Quirindi Council (2002) also identified that the riparian vegetation of the Shire is “under considerable
pressure” as a result of farmers clearing much of the riparian vegetation in order to take advantage of
the highly fertile alluvial soils.

Birds Australia (2002) identified the clearing of native vegetation as a primary cause in the decline of
many woodland birds. Whilst not all land has been cleared, the fragmentation of the landscape has
resulted in changes in the composition of bird communities and contributed to the local extinction of
some species. Other general threats to areas of remnant woodland and riparian vegetation within the
region include deterioration of remnant woodland stands (eg. increased livestock grazing, soil
disturbance and increased nutrient loads) and degradation of the landscape in which remnants occur
(eg. soil acidification, salinity and fragmentation of woodland remnants).

Regional Vegetation Management Plans are currently being prepared under the Native Vegetation
Conservation Act 1997 for the Liverpool Plains and Hunter Region (Murrurundi Council 2003).

Vegetation communities and flora species

The vegetation of the Brigalow Belt South bioregion (in which the Warrah Creek Catchment is
included) prior to European settlement has been described as primarily open woodland, with some
extensive areas of open forest and tussock grassland (Birds Australia 2002). Very little vegetation
remains on the floodplains (including riparian vegetation along creek lines), as the majority has been
cleared for settlement and agriculture practices (Murrurundi Council 2003, Quirindi Council 2002).
The land of the Liverpool Plains in general is regarded as one of the most fertile and productive
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agricultural areas in Australia (Birds Australia 2002, Perrens Consultants and Gunnedah Management
Consultants 2000).

Pasture grasses (eg. Plains Grass Austrostipa aristiglumis) have replaced much of the native
vegetation on the floodplains and parts of the lower slopes (Murrurundi Council 2003, Perrens
Consultants and Gunnedah Management Consultants 2000). This results in very little protective
vegetation for movement by fauna species and increases the risks associated with intra-breeding (eg.
Koalas are often killed by dogs and eagles when attempting to cross large areas of floodplain during
mating season) (Quirindi Council 2002). Whilst there are several roadside reserves in Quirindi Shire
(which may act as vegetation corridors) the value of this vegetation is reduced by people collecting
fallen timber and animals being exposed to traffic hazards (Quirindi Shire 2002). As such, intact areas
of riparian vegetation are preferred dispersal corridors for native species (Quirindi Shire 2002).

The native vegetation remaining in the region is described as “woodland on the lower slopes, wet and
dry sclerophyll forest on the mid to upper slopes, tall open forest on the ridges of the Liverpool Range
and sub alpine forest within the Coolah Tops area ” (Perrens Consultants and Gunnedah Management
Consultants 2000). The groundcover in areas of White Box with basaltic soils is dominated by blue-
grass / red-grass groups and wallaby grass, and areas of Yellow Box / Red-gum / Apple community
are associated with corkscrew grass groups.

Within the study area, the floodplains of the Quirindi Shire are largely cleared and bare of vegetation
and the riparian zone has been considerable damaged (Quirindi Council 2002). However, the upper
slopes have not been so badly degraded since vegetation clearing has not been as extensive in these
areas. Three main vegetation groups occur in the Quirindi district, (1) White Box with some stringy-
bark at higher altitudes in the east and south west; (2) exotic and native grasslands on floodplains with
isolated and small stands of remnant and regenerating trees; (3) White Box alliance in “basaltic areas”
and Iron Bark alliance in “well drained gravelly areas” in the ridges running north-south (Quirindi
Council 2002).

The remnant open woodland in some parts of the study area and region constitutes Grassy White Box
Woodland, this vegetation community is listed as a Threatened Ecological Community on the
Commonwealth Endangered Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999. In Grassy White Box
Woodland communities the dominant tree species is generally White Box (Eucalyptus albens), and
grass species dominate the groundcover . Within this vegetation community, White Box may also be
present with Blakely’s Red Gum (Eucalyptus blakelyi) and Yellow Box (E. melliodora), while areas
subject to waterlogging may be treeless (Environment Australia 2003). Grassy White Box Woodland
occurs on fertile soils and due to the large scale clearing for agriculture, very few areas of this
vegetation community remain intact (Quirindi Council 2002). In New South Wales, less than 400
hectares currently remain in a relatively unmodified condition (Environment Australia 2003).

Quirindi Shire has one area of Grassy White Box Woodland, identified as “remaining relatively intact
and of high significance for conservation” (Quirindi Council 2002). This area of vegetation is located in
Wallabadah, including the town cemetery and Town Common and totals 43.7 hectares, with Council
maintaining direct management of 8.3 hectares. The area has also been zoned as “environmental
protection” within the Local Environment plan (Quirindi Council 2002).

Within the remnant woodland communities the most common tree species include Myall (Acacia
pendula), Yellow Box (E. melliodora), Rough-barked Apple (Angophora floribunda), White Box (E.
albens) and Blakely’s Red Gum (E. blakelyi) (Perrens Consultants and Gunnedah Management
Consultants 2000). Along drainage lines and in waterlogged areas, River Oak (Casuarina
cunninghamia) and River Red Gum (E. camaldulensis) are the common tree species (Perrens
Consultants and Gunnedah Management Consultants 2000). Within the grassland communities, the
most common species is Plains Grass, other species include Blue Grass (Dicanthium sericeum) and
Red Grasses (Bothriochloa sp.) (Banks 1998).

The riparian vegetation is also generally degraded and in poor condition in the Warrah Creek
Catchment, and often comprises only a narrow strip either side of creek lines (Perrens Consultants
and Gunnedah Management Consultants 2000). Furthermore, the understorey of riparian vegetation
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is now dominated by exotic weed species and the growth of native aquatic plant species is adversely
affected by poor water quality (Perrens Consultants and Gunnedah Management Consultants 2000).

Quirindi Council (2002) has identified eight flora species of commonwealth, state and regional
conservation significance as occurring within the Quirindi Shire. Finger Panic Grass (Digitaria
porrecta) is listed as Endangered pursuant to both the Commonwealth Endangered Protection
Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999 and the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995,
Bluegrass (Dichanthium setocum) and Thesium australe (herb species) are listed as Vulnerable to
both the Commonwealth Endangered Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999 and the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995, Bothriochloa bilboa (grass species) and Slender Darling
Pea (Swainsona murrayana) are listed as Vulnerable pursuant to the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995. Common Maidenhair Fern (Adiantum aethiopicum), Giant Maidenhair
(Adiantum formosum) and River Oak (Casuarina cunninghamiana) are listed as being of regional
conservation concern.

Exotic flora (weed) species

Murrurundi and Quirindi Councils are members of the Central Northern County Council (CNCC), which
also includes other Council’s such as Manilla, Parry and Tamworth (Murrurundi Council 2003). The
CNCC have provided a list of 43 noxious weed species that are prevalent within the area, including
Alligator Weed, Blackberry, Giant Parramatta Grass, Sweet Briar and Willow Trees (Murrurundi
Council 2003). Forty of these species are listed on the Noxious Weeds Act (1993) for the CNCC, the
three species not listed on the Noxious Weeds Act (1993) are Hemlock, Mintweed and Tree of Heaven
(Appendix 3).

The Willow Tree and District Landcare Group have identified six weeds that require constant attention.
These are, St John’s Wort, Patersons Curse, African Love Grass, Coolatai Grass, Pyracantha and
Privett.

The Murrurundi Landcare Group have recommended the removal of several weed species, including
the Giant Reed, Privett and Pyracantha.

Fauna species

Murrurundi Council (2003) reports 36 native birds, 13 native mammals, 16 native reptiles, 4 native
frogs and 12 exotic mammals being recorded along the Liverpool Range section of the New England
Highway (Appendix 3). One of these species, the Common Bentwing Bat (Miniopterus schreibersii), is
listed as Vulnerable pursuant to the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.

Quirindi Council (2002) have listed 20 bird and 15 mammal species of commonwealth and state
conservation significance for the Quirindi Shire. Of these, five species (Brush-tailed Bettong, White-
footed Rabbit, Eastern Hare Wallaby, Western Barred Bandicoot and Gould’s Mouse) are listed as
Presumed Extinct pursuant to both the Commonwealth Endangered Protection Biodiversity and
Conservation Act 1999 and the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. The Regent
Honeyeater (also listed as a Migratory species pursuant to the Commonwealth Endangered Protection
Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999) and Bridled Nail-tail Wallaby are listed as Endangered
pursuant to both the Commonwealth Endangered Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999
and the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. Three bird species, the Swift Parrot, Bush
Stone-Curlew and Red Goshawk (also listed as Vulnerable pursuant to the Commonwealth
Endangered Protection Biodiversity and Conservation Act 1999) are also listed as Endangered
pursuant to the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. Eight mammal species are listed
as Endangered and 13 bird and mammal species are listed as Vulnerable pursuant to the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.

Quirindi Council (2002) have listed 14 native freshwater fish species that are expected or known to
occur in the Namoi River catchment, including Australian Smelt, Bony Herring, Crimson-spotted
Rainbowfish, Darling River Hardyhead, Flyspecked Hardyhead, Freshwater Catfish, Golden Perch,
Mountain Galaxias, Murray Cod, Olive Perchlet, River Black Fish, Silver Perch, Spangled Perch and
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Western Carp Gudgeon. Of these, Silver Perch is listed as a Vulnerable species and the western
population of Olive Perchlet is listed as an endangered population on the NSW Fisheries Management
Act 1994. The most common fish species recorded in the Namoi River is the European Carp, with
some Golden Perch and Murray Cod (Perrens Consultants and Gunnedah Management Consultants
2000). Pest fish species are also a problem, increasing competition for resources and preying on
native fish species. Pest fish species of concern in the Namoi River catchment include the Brown
Trout, Rainbow Trout, Carp, Goldfish, Eastern Gambusia and Redfin Perch (Quirindi Council 2002).

Birds Australia (2002) reports that the Liverpool Plains (the Warrah Creek catchment is located in the
south-eastern corner of the Liverpool Plains) supports 248 bird species, 17 of which are listed under
the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995. Despite this high number of bird species, the
Birds Australia project did not record 20 bird species that were present 20 years ago, during the last
survey. Whilst some of these species may have been missed in the current project, it is likely that
some have gone locally extinct, possibly as a result of the clearing of vegetation for agricultural
practices.
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Appendix 2: Flora species recorded in the study area

Key
* - Indicates an exotic species.
n - Indicates a species listed as Noxious under the NSW Noxious Weeds Act 1993.
R - Indicates a species of regional conservation significance (Quirindi Shire 2002).

FAMILY PLANT SPECIES

Scientific Name Common Name

Apiaceae Foeniculum vulgare Fennel *

Asteraceae Cirsium Vulgare Scotch Thistle *

Sonchus oleraceus Sow Thistle *

Xanthium occidentale Noogoora Burr *n

Boraginaceae Echium plantagineum Paterson’s Curse *n

Brassicaceae Brassica napus Canola *

Campanulaceae Wahlenbergia communis
Casuarinaceae Casuarina cunninghamiana River Oak R

Cucurbitatceae Cucumis myriocarpus Paddy Melon *

Cyperaceae Baumea sp. Twig-rush

Fabaceae Vicia sp. Vetch *

Daviesia ulicifolia ?

Trifolium sp. Clover *

Myrtaceae Angophora floribunda Rough-barked Apple

Callistemon paludosus Bottlebrush

Eucalyptus camaldulensis River Red Gum

Eucalyptus melliodora Yellow Box

Eucalyptus microcarpa Grey Box

Oxalidaceae Oxalis perennans Oxalis

Plantaginaceae Plantago lanceolata Lambs Tongue *

Poaceae Agrostis sp. Blown Grass *

Aristida ramosa

Austrodanthonia sp.

Avena sativa Wild Oats *

Cynodon dactylon Couch *

Lolium perrene Rye Grass *

Microlaena stipoides Weeping Meadow Grass

Polygonaceae Rumex crispus Curled dock *

Ranunculaceae Ranunculus sp. Buttercup *

Rubiaceae Asperula conferta Woodruff

Salicaceae Salix babylonica Weeping Willow *n

Typhaceae Typha orientalis Broad-leaved cumbungi

Verbenaceae Verbena bonariensis Purple top *
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Appendix 3: Noxious Weeds

The table below lists the noxious weeds listed on the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for the Central Northern County
Council. Those species highlighted in bold were recorded during the field survey. The actions required for each
category of weed are described below.

Common name Scientific name Category
African boxthorn Lycium ferocissimum W3
Alligator weed Alternanthera philoxeroides W1
Bathhurst cockle burrs Xanthium sp. W3
Black knapweed Centaurea nigra W1
Blackberry Rubus fruticosus (agg. spp.) W3
Broomrape Orobanche sp. W1
Cabomba Cabomba spp. W4g
Dodder Cuscuta campestris W2
Galenia Galenia pubescens W2
Galvanized burr Sclerolaena birchii W2
Giant parramatta grass Sporobolus indicus var. major W2
Green cestrum Cestrum parqui W2
Harrisia cactus Harrisia spp. W4f
Hawkweed Hieracium spp. W1
Horsetail Equisetum spp. W1
Karroo thorn Acacia karroo W1
Kochia Kochia scoparia W1
Lagarosiphon Lagarosiphon major W1
Lippia Phyla sp. W4c
Longstyle feather grass Pennisetum villosum W3
Mexican feather grass Nassella tenuissima syn stipa tenuissima W1
Miconia Miconia spp. W1
Mother-of-millions Bryophyllum delagoense W3
Nodding thistle Carduus nutans W2
Pampas grass Cortaderia spp. W2
Parthenium weed Parthenium hysterophorus W1
Paterson’s curse Echium sp. W3
Perennial ragweed Ambrosia psilostachya W2
Prickly pears Opuntia spp. W4f
Rhus tree Toxicodendron succedaneum W2
Salvinia Salvinia molesta W1
Scotch English broom Cytisus scoparius W2
Scotch Illyrian Onopordum sp. W2
Senegal tea plant Gymnocoronis spilanthoides W1
Serrated tussock Nassella trichotoma W2
Siam weed Chromolaena odorata W1
Silk forage sorghum Sorshum sp. hybrid cv. W2
Silverleaf Nightshade Solanum elaeagnifolium W2
Spiny burrgrass Cenchrus longispinus W2
Spiny burrgrass Cenchrus incertus W2
Spotted knapweed Centaurea maculosa W1
St John's wort Hypericum perforatum W2
Star thistle Centaurea calcitrapa W2
Sweet briar Rosa rubiginosa W3
Water hyacinth Eichhornia crassipes W2
Water lettuce Pistia stratiotes W1
Willows Salix spp. W4g
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Action For Noxious Weed Categories

W1 must be notified to local Council then fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed.

W2 must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed.

W3 must be prevented from spreading and its numbers and distribution reduced.

W4a shall not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed. No part of the plant can grow within 3m of boundary.

W4b shall not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed. Established plantings must be prevented from
flowering and fruiting.

W4c shall not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed. Occupier must prevent spreading to adjoining
property.

W4d shall not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed. Any tree three (3) metres in height or less must be
removed. Any tree within half a kilometre (0.5 km) of remnant urban bushland, as defined by SEPP 19 and
not deemed by Council as having historical or heritage significance shall be removed.

W4f shall not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed. Occupier must implement biological control or other
control program directed by the Local Control Authority.

W4g must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed.
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Appendix 4: Terrestrial Fauna Species

This appendix lists the terrestrial fauna species recorded or known to occur in the vicinity of the study
area.

Source of Records
1 = Species recorded during the field investigation study.
2 = Environment Australia (2003).
3 = NPWS (2003).
4 = Murrurundi Shire Council (2003).
5 = Quirindi Shire Council (2002).
6 = Department of Land and Water Conservation (1996).

Key
A - indicates species listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity

Conservation Act 1999.
F - migratory Family listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity

Conservation Act 1999.
M - Species listed as migratory listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and

Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
B - indicates species listed under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.
V - Species is Vulnerable.
E - Species is Endangered.
Ex - Species is presumed to be extinct (either within all or part of its former distribution).
- indicates species of regional conservation significance (Western Division).
* - indicates introduced species.

A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
MAMMALS

Ornithorhynchidae

Platypus Ornithorhynchus anatinus x

Peramelidae

Ex Ex Western Barred Bandicoot Perameles bougainville x

Tachyglossidae

Short-beaked Echidna Tachyglossus aculeatus x x

Dasyuridae

V Ex Western Quoll Dasyurus geoffroii x

V V Spotted-tailed Quoll Dasyurus maculatus x

Yellow-footed Antechinus Antechinus flavipes x

V Koala Phascolarctos cinereus x x

Vombatidae

Common Wombat Vombatus ursinus x x

Petauridae

V Yellow-bellied Glider Petaurus australis x

Sugar Glider Petaurus breviceps x

Pseudocheiridae

Greater Glider Petauroides volans x

Common Ringtail Possum Pseudocheirus peregrinus x x

Acrobatidae

Feathertail Glider Acrobates pygmaeus x

Phalangeridae
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A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
Common Brushtail Possum Trichosurus vulpecula x x

Potoroidae

Ex Ex Brush-tailed Bettong Bettongia penicillata x

Macropodidae

Ex Ex Eastern Hare Wallaby Lagorchastes leporides x

Eastern Grey Kangaroo Macropus giganteus x x x

Common Wallaroo Macropus robustus x x x

Red-necked Wallaby Macropus rufogriseus x

E Ex Bridled Nail-tail Wallaby Onychogalea fraenata x

V E Brush-tailed Rock-Wallaby Petrogale penicillata x

Red-necked Pademelon Thylogale thetis x x

Swamp Wallaby Wallabia bicolor x x

Vespertilioidae

V V Large-eared Pied Bat Chalinolobus dwyeri x

Gould’s Wattled Bat Chalinolobus gouldii x

V Eastern False-Pipistrelle Falsistrellus tasmaniensis x

V Common Bentwing Bat Miniopterus schreibersii x x

V V Greater Long-eared Bat Nyctophilus timoriensis x

V Greater Broad-nosed Bat Scoteanax rueppellii x

Muridae

Ex Ex White-footed Rabbit-rat Conilurus albipes x

* House Mouse Mus musculus x

V Ex Plain’s Rat Pseudomys australis x

Ex Ex Gould’s Mouse Pseudomys gouidii x

* Black Rat Rattus rattus x

Ex Long-haired Rat Rattus villosissimus x

Canidae

* Fox Vulpes vulpes x x

* Dog Canis familiaris x

Felidae

* Feral Cat Felis catus x

Leporidae

* Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus x

* Brown Hare Lepus capensis x

Equidae

* Horse Equus caballus x

* Donkey Equus asinus x

Suidae

* Pig Sus scrofa x

Bovidae

* Goat Capra hircus x

Cervidae

* Deer Cervus sp. x

Camelidae

* Alpaca Lama pacos x

BIRDS
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A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
Phasianidae

Brown Quail Coturnix ypsilophora x

Pelecanidae

Australian Pelican Pelecanus conspicillatus x

Phalacrocoracidae

Pied Cormorant Phalacrocorax varius x x

Podicipedidae

Australasian Grebe Tachybaptus novaehollandiae x x

F Anatidae

Black Swan Cygnus atratus x

Plumed Whistling-duck Dendrocygna eytoni x

Pacific Black Duck Anas superciliosa x x x

Grey Teal Anas gracilis x

Chestnut Teal Anas castanea x

Australian Wood (Maned)
Duck

Chenonetta jubata x x x

V Freckled Duck Stictonetta naevosa x

Rallidae

Dusky Moorhen Gallinula tenebrosa x

Ardeidae

White-faced Heron Egretta novaehollandiae x x

Threskiornidae

Australian White (Sacred) Ibis Threskiornis molluca x

Straw-necked Ibis Threskiornis spinicollis x x

F Scolopacidae

M Latham's Snipe Gallinago hardwickii x

Rostratulidae

MV V Painted Snipe Rostratula benghalensis x

Burhinidae

E Bush-stone Curlew Burhinus grallarius x

F Charadriidae

Masked Lapwing Vanellus miles x x

F Recurvirostridae

Black-fronted Dotterel Elseyornis melanops x

F Accipitridae

Black-shouldered Kite Elanus axillaris x

Black Kite Milvus migrans x

Whistling Kite Haliastur sphenurus x x

M White-bellied Sea-eagle Haliaeetus leucogaster x

Wedge-tailed Eagle Aquila audax x x

Little Eagle Hieraaetus morphnoides x

V E Red Goshawk Erythrotriorchis radiatus x x

F Falconidae

Black Falcon Falco subniger x

Peregrine Falcon Falco peregrinus x

Nankeen Kestrel Falco cenchroides x x x

Columbidae
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A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
Bar-shouldered Dove Geopelia humeralis x x

Wonga Pigeon Leucosarcia melanoleuca x

Topknot Pigeon Lopholaimus antarcticus x

Crested Pigeon Ocyphaps lophotes x

Common Bronzewing Phaps chalcoptera x

Cacatuidae

V Glossy Black-Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus lathami x x

Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo Calyptorhynchus funereus x

Galah Eolophus roseicpilla x x x

Little Corella Cacatua sanguinea x

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo Cacatua galerita x x x

Psittacidae

Australian King Parrot Alisterus scapularis x

Little Lorikeet Glossopsitta pusilla x

Cockatiel Nymphicus hollandicus x x

E E Swift Parrot Lathamus discolor x x

Crimson Rosella Platycercus elegans x

Eastern Rosella Platycercus eximius x x x

Red-rumped Parrot Psephotus haematonotus x

V Turquoise Parrot Neophema pulchella x x

Cuculidae

Fan-tailed Cuckoo Cuculus flabelliformis x

Pallid Cuckoo Cuculus pallidus x

Strigidae

V Powerful Owl Ninox strenua x

Southern Boobook Ninox novaeseelandiae x

V Barking Owl Ninox connivens x

Tytonidae

Barn Owl Tyto alba x

V Masked Owl Tyto novaehollandiae x

Apodidae

M White-throated Needletail Hirundapus caudacutus x

Alcedinidae

Laughing Kookaburra Dacelo naxaeguineae x x x

Sacred Kingfisher Todiramphus sanctus x

Meropidae

M Rainbow Bee-eater Merops ornatus x

Maluridae

Superb Fairy-wren Malurus cyaneus x x

Pardalotidae

Western Gerygone Gerygone fusca x

Yellow-rumped Thornbill Acanthiza chrysorrhoa x x x

Striated Thornbill Acanthiza lineata x

Brown Thornbill Acanthiza pusilla x

Buff-rumped Thornbill Acanthiza reguloides x

Striated Pardalote Pardalotus striatus x

Yellow-throated Scrubwren Sericornis citreogularis x
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A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
White-browed Scrubwren Sericornis frontalis x x

Meliphagidae

Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater Acanthagenys rufogularis x

Noisy Friarbird Philemon corniculatus x x

ME E Regent Honeyeater Xanthomyza phrygia x x x

Noisy Miner Manorina melanocephala x x

Yellow-faced Honeyeater Lichenostomus chrysops x x x

White-plumed Honeyeater Lichenostomus pencillatus x x

White-naped Honeyeater Melithreptus lunatus x

Eastern Spinebill Acanthorhynchus tenuirostris x

Pomatostomidae

V Grey-crowned Babbler Pomatostomus temporalis x

Cinclosomatidae

Spotted Quail-thrush Cinclosoma punctatum x

Petroicidae

Eastern Yellow Robin Eopsaltria australis x

V Hooded Robin Melanodryas cucullata x

Pachycephalidae

Golden Whistler Pachycephala pectoralis x

Rufous Whistler Pachycephala rufiventris x x

Dicruridae

Grey Fantail Rhipidura fuliginosa x x

Willie Wagtail Rhipidura leucophrys x x

M Satin Flycatcher Myiagra cyanoleuca x x

Magpie Lark Grallina cyanoleuca x x x

Campephagidae

Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike Coracina novaehollandiae x x x

White-winged Triller Lalage sueurii x

Artamidae

Dusky Woodswallow Artamus cyanopterus x

Grey Butcherbird Cracticus torquatus x x

Pied Butcherbird Cracticus nigrogularis x x

Australian Magpie Gymnorhina tibicen x x x

Pied Currawong Strepera graculina x x x

Corvidae

Australian Raven Corvus coronoides x

Corcoracidae

White-winged Chough Corcorax melanorhamphos x x

Hirundinidae

Fairy Martin Hirundo ariel x

Welcome Swallow Hirundo neoxena x

Tree Martin Hirundo nigricans x

Motacillidae

Richard's Pipit Anthus naovaeseelandiae x

F Sylviidae

Brown Songlark Cincloramphus cruralis x

Rufous Songlark Cincloramphus mathewsi x x
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A B Common Name Family and Scientific Name 1 2 3 4 5 6
Clamorous Reed-warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus x

Ploceidae

V Diamond Firetail Stagonopleura guttata x

Ploceidae

Double-barred Finch Taeniopygia bichenovii x

Dicaeidae

Mistletoebird Dicaeum hirundinaceum x x

Sturnidae

* Common Starling Sturnus vulgaris x

* Common Myna Acridotheres tristis x

REPTILES

Chelidae

Eastern Snake-necked Turtle Chelodina longicollis x

V Bell’s Turtle Elseya belli x

Gekkonidae

Border Thick-tailed Gecko Underwoodisaurus sphyrurus x

Pygopodidae

Burton’s Snake-lizard Lialis burtonis x x

Agamidae

Jacky Lizard Amphibolurus muricatus x

Bearded Dragon Pogona barbata x x

Varanidae

Lace Monitor Varanus varius x x

Scincidae

Striped Skink Ctenotus robustus x x

Cunningham’s Skink Egernia cunninghami x

Tree Skink Egernia striolata x x

Heatwole's Water Skink Eulamprus heatwolei x

Red-Throated Skink Pseudemoia platynota x

Eastern Blue-tongued Lizard Tiliqua scincoides x x x

Elapidae

Eastern Tiger Snake Notechis scutatus x

Blue-bellied Black Snake Pseudechis guttatus x

Red-bellied Black Snake Pseudechis porphyriacus x x

Eastern Brown Snake Pseudonaja textilis x x

Bandy Bandy Vermicella annulata x

AMPHIBIANS

Myobatrachidae

Common Eastern Froglet Crinia signifera x x

Eastern Banjo Frog Limnodynastes dumerilii x

Striped Marsh Frog Limnodynastes peronii x

Dusky Toadlet Uperoleia fusca x

Hylidae

Leseur’s Tree Frog Litoria lesueuri x

Peron’s Tree Frog Litoria peronii x
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Flood Discharges and Slopes

5 year ARI Results 10 year ARI Results

Extraction
location

Maximum
Discharge

(m3/s)

Water Surface
Slope1

(%)

Maximum
Discharge

(m3/s)

Maximum Water
Surface Slope1

(%)

Ref Fig E1 Ref Fig E2 Ref Fig E3 Ref Fig E4 Ref Fig E5

1 604.5 0.10 616.9 0.10
2 558.5 0.04 568.1 0.04
3 4.7 0.07 5.5 0.07
4 53.7 0.11 51.9 0.11
5 292.8 0.00 296.0 0.00
6 91.5 0.13 90.3 0.13
7 -35.7 -0.05 -35.3 -0.05
8 35.8 0.14 35.3 0.14
9 8.3 0.01 8.0 0.01
10 -5.2 0.00 -5.2 0.00
11 71.3 0.02 78.5 0.03
12 46.1 0.23 51.7 0.23
13 57.2 0.18 60.7 0.18
14 1.1 0.19 1.3 0.18
15 5.2 0.17 5.3 0.17
16 29.7 0.24 31.3 0.23
17 6.8 0.51 9.3 0.51
18 10.9 0.75 12.2 0.75
19 30.6 0.11 32.7 0.11
20 25.4 0.10 24.7 0.10
21 59.1 0.11 57.9 0.11
22 55.7 0.20 53.6 0.20
23 148.1 0.14 152.7 0.14
24 192.7 0.14 201.8 0.14
25 12.5 0.21 13.8 0.21
26 58.4 0.17 63.0 0.17
27 158.1 0.10 174.3 0.10
28 119.0 0.00 132.7 0.00

28A 245 0.20 Not available Not available

29 106.7 0.26 122.0 0.26
30 53.0 0.11 60.7 0.11
31 29.7 0.21 32.6 0.21
32 75.4 0.11 82.6 0.11
33 67.7 0.12 78.2 0.12
34 58.9 0.30 70.8 0.29
35 7.9 0.15 8.7 0.15
36 120.5 0.18 132.7 0.18
37 21.4 0.24 28.4 0.23
38 -0.3 -0.07 -0.4 -0.07
39 68.7 0.18 74.4 0.18
40 66.6 0.26 76.3 0.25
41 76.6 0.17 84.6 0.17
42 67.8 0.28 69.6 0.28
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5 year ARI Results 10 year ARI Results

Extraction
location

Maximum
Discharge

(m3/s)

Water Surface
Slope1

(%)

Maximum
Discharge

(m3/s)

Maximum Water
Surface Slope1

(%)

Ref Fig E1 Ref Fig E2 Ref Fig E3 Ref Fig E4 Ref Fig E5

43 43.9 0.21 39.5 0.21
44 164.4 0.36 169.0 0.37
45 203.1 0.55 209.9 0.55
46 42.8 0.25 43.7 0.25
47 209.5 0.28 230.0 0.28
48 210.9 0.02 227.7 0.02
49 210.9 0.11 218.1 0.11
50 211.6 0.04 218.7 0.05
51 24.6 0.58 26.1 0.58
52 128.6 0.81 134.7 0.81
53 206.9 0.15 236.1 0.14
54 117.3 0.17 138.4 0.18
55 91.5 0.09 104.5 0.09
56 44.0 0.26 50.9 0.26
57 53.6 0.25 64.4 0.25
58 143.2 0.24 165.1 0.23
59 94.0 0.03 105.4 0.03
60 104.6 0.05 118.7 0.05
61 175.8 0.07 197.0 0.07
62 90.4 0.55 99.7 0.55
63 84.3 0.18 93.8 0.17
64 124.2 0.62 139.4 0.62
65 0.3 0.20 0.4 0.20
66 184.9 0.88 209.1 0.87
67 184.9 0.88 Not available Not available

68 58 0.80 Not available Not available
69 40 1.00 Not available Not available
70 69 1.00 Not available Not available

71 60 0.50 Not available Not available
72 31 0.90 Not available Not available
73 91 0.90 Not available Not available

74 163 0.80 Not available Not available
75 188 1.30 Not available Not available

Note:
1 Calculated as the maximum WSL 250 m upstream minus the maximum WSL 250 m
downstream divided by 500 m multiplied by 100 to give a percentage slope
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Warrah Creek Catchment Management Study -
Appendix F: Channel Capacity Assessment

Creek Location Channel Configuration

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

Yarramanbah Windy - upstream grass grass 6 2 1.5
U/S Ref loc (67) on Fig E1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 60 3.4 0.8%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

58 3.3 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Yarramanbah Windy - downstream Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (11) on Fig E1
grass grass 3 1 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 4.3 1.1 0.2%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

72 1.1 6%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Pumpstation Cattle Lane u/s Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (68) on Fig E1
grass grass 10 4 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 323 5.8 1.0%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

40 3.2 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Pumpstation Windy Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (68) on Fig E1
grass grass 10 4 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 323 5.8 1.0%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

40 3.2 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Pumpstation d/s Round Island Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (21) on Fig E1
grass grass 2 1 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 3.5 1.2 0.3%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

62 1.2 6%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
McDonalds d/s Blackville Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (69) on Fig E1
bare gravel? 3 2 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.02 0.035 32.3 3.2 1.0%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

69 3.2 47%

Photo

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface
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Creek Location Channel Configuration Photo

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
McDonalds u/s Harrisons Plain Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (29) on Fig E1
bare/grass grass 6 2 2

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.035 0.03 32 1.6 0.2%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

68 1.6 47%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Millers d/s Blackville Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (70) on Fig E1
grass grass 8 2 3

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 76 2.7 0.5%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

60 2.6 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Millers u/s Harrisons Plain Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (30) on Fig E1
grass/bare grass 2 2 1.15

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.025 0.03 12 1.3 0.2%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

59 1.3 20%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Little Jacks d/s Merriwa Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (71) on Fig E1
grass/bare gravel 5 1.5 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.025 0.035 27 2.8 0.9%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

31 2.8 87%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Big Jacks d/s Merriwa Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (72) on Fig E1
grass grass 8 3 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 152 4.6 0.9%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

91 4 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Big Jacks d/s Harrisons Plain Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (32) on Fig E1
grass grass 4 2 1.5

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 21 1.5 0.2%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

119 1.5 18%

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface

Surface
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Creek Location Channel Configuration Photo

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Warrah d/s Merriwa Road Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (73) on Fig E1
grass grass 8 2 1

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.03 73 3.6 0.8%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

163 3.6 45%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Borambil at Willowtree Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

U/S Ref loc (75) on Fig E1
bare gravel 12 4 0.5

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.025 0.03 406 7.2 1.3%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

87 4.5 100%

Bed Width Depth Bank Slope
Borambil Mirabooka Lane Bank Bed (m) (m) (1V : xH)

D/S Ref loc (74) on Fig E1
grass sand 8 5 0.5

Manning's Manning's Ch Capacity Max Ch Vel Long Slope

n n (m3/s) (m/s) (%)

0.03 0.025 426 8.1 1.3%

92 Discharge 92 Vel Prop of 92 flow

(m3/s) (m/s) in channel (%)

188 6.8 100%

Surface

Surface

Surface
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A variety of constructed works have been undertaken to alter flow paths in the Blackville
study area. The most noticeable of these are soil conservation banks and waterways, residual
flow drains, gully control structures and various earthworks on the floodplain. Some
landholders have expressed concern that soil conservation banks and waterways have
increased runoff and caused a reduction in the time taken for a flood to reach its peak. This
section presents the results of an assessment of the effect of soil conservation banks and
waterways on runoff discharged into the creeks.

Soil conservation banks and waterways are used for cropping land in steeper areas of the
catchment, where slopes are generally greater than 2%. The banks are used to control soil
erosion by limiting the length of uninterrupted slope. The banks divert flows across the slope
instead of the natural path down the slope and the flow is directed into waterways that convey
the runoff down to the watercourse. Whilst the banks and waterways create a longer pathway
for water to reach the watercourse, they do not necessarily speed-up or slow the runoff,
compared to an uninterrupted slope.

Generally soil conservation banks are no greater in length than about 1 km (where water is
flowing in one direction only) and have grades of about 0.2%. In the Blackville area, the
former DLWC advised farmers to use broad based banks which allows them to be cultivated.
The broad based banks which are typically 300 – 400 mm high, 3 – 4 m wide and have
batters of 6:1 are constructed by excavating material on the upslope side to leave a channel.

In order to assess the effect of these banks and waterways on downstream flows, a simple
computer model was set up using six representative paddocks located in the Blackville area,
identified from aerial photographs. The area of each paddock and the length of the channels
and waterways were measured from the aerial photography and average land slopes were
measured from the topographic map.

The analysis examined the time that it would take water to flow from the top corner of the
paddock to the waterway outlet under existing conditions (with banks and waterways)
compared to a situation in which there was an unimpeded grass slope. Any increase in the
time taken for flow to reach the outlet will be reflected in a decrease in the peak flow from
the catchment for a particular frequency storm. This would occur because an increase in the
length of the critical duration storm for the catchment will be reflected in a decrease in the
average rainfall intensity leading to a reduction in peak flow rate. The results of the analysis
are summarised in Table G-1 below.

The results in Table G-1 show that in general:

 The flow time to the drainage outlet from the paddock with banks is the same or greater
than it would be for an equivalent area as an uninterrupted slope.

 The increase in flow time is greater for the more frequent storms.

 The flow time would increase significantly if the paddock had a dense summer crop in the
waterway compared to a winter crop.

These results show that the general effect of installing banks and waterways will be to
increase the time that it takes for runoff to reach the outlet and thereby decrease the peak
flow rate from the paddock. However, because the outflow from the paddock will all be
directed to a single location, rather than being spread over the width of the hill slope, the
concentration of flow may lead to greater erosion near the outlet. This direction of the flow to
a single point and the erosive effects of that flow at the outlet from a waterway may be the
effects observed by landholders, rather than an increase in flow per se.
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Table G-1
Flow Time to Paddock Outlet

Paddock Length Slope ARI1
Flow Time (minutes)

of rain Without With Banks
(m) (%) (years) Banks Winter

Crop
Summer

Crop

1 900 2.6 5 37 47 74

2 1,560 2.3 5 59 94 168

3 550 4.7 5 23 30 58

4 1,060 1.6 5 49 62 113

5 725 4.0 5 29 26 81

6 1,100 1.7 5 52 70 71

1 900 2.6 20 33 34 65

2 1,560 2.3 20 53 70 150

3 550 4.7 20 20 24 55

4 1,060 1.6 20 44 51 106

5 725 4.0 20 26 22 79

6 1,100 1.7 20 46 58 59

1 900 2.6 100 29 27 59

2 1,560 2.3 100 46 53 136

3 550 4.7 100 18 18 50

4 1,060 1.6 100 38 40 98

5 725 4.0 100 23 17 75

6 1,100 1.7 100 41 41 42

Note 1: ARI = Average Recurrence Interval of rainfall expressed in years
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It is a condition of use of the GIS data sets that the following disclaimer and metadata
information is read and the user agrees to abide by the conditions.

The State of New South Wales and the Environment and Climate Change and its employees,
officers, agents or servants are not responsible for the result of any actions taken on the
basis of the information contained on the maps within this document or for any errors,
omissions or inaccuracies contained in the maps. The State of New South Wales and its
employees, officers, agents or servants expressly disclaim all and any liability and
responsibility to any person in respect of anything and of the consequences, of anything done
or omitted to be done by any such person in reliance, whether wholly or partially upon the
information contained on the map.

LPI DATA

Data Sets included Towns, Roads, Rails, Waterways

(NSW Digital Topographic Database DTDB)

Source Department of Information Technology and Management (LPI).

The layer/partitions generally correspond to 1:25,000, 1:50,000 and
1:100,000 mapping areas represented on the Australian National Map
Sheet Breakdown System in either ADG66 or GDA94 datums.

Data Currency Beginning date - 01 June 1970

End date - Current

Data Quality Data quality assured and progressively updated through comparison
with current maps, directories and aerial photography by the Land
Information Centre.

Contact Department of Information Technology and Management (LPI)
Data Manager Information Systems
PO Box 143
BATHURST NSW 2795
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